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The Oklahoma City Bombing — Its Significance
Revelation 13 describes the rise of an end time

social system that will bear rule over all the earth
(verse 7). It reveals that this end time system is
really a spiritual battle for world dominance — the
spiritual minds of the people (verse 2). The rise of
this government will parallel the military rise of
other nations. It will become a police state. No
nation or individual will eventually be able to resist
it by force because it will control all the major types
of arms in the world (verse 4). This is coming in the
United States! After its long rise to power, God will
allow it to exist for only three and one-half years
(verse 5). It will be an anti-God and anti-Christ sys
tem that will strive to exterminate the saints of

God. Persecution will become reality in the
United States (verse 7).

How will it finally gain military control? Let's
explore some thoughts of others who have written
about the Oklahoma City bombing and gain some of
their insights.

FASCIST TERROR STALKING AMERICA

by Texe Marrs

"}i have lived in pleasure on the earth, and been
wanton; ye have nourished your hearts, as in a day
ofslaughter. Ye have condemned and killed the just;
and he doth not resist you." (James 5:5-6)

Although a vile and wicked man, he was elected
to high officeby the constitutional vote of a firee peo
ple in a democratic country. However, this imgodly
schemer realized that only a dramatic act of chaotic
evil could catapult him toward total dictatorial
power. Therefore, this national leader secretly
ordered the tragic firebombing of a federal building.
It was a brilliant and diabolical move.

Craftily, he blamed the fiery carnage on his ene
mies and cleverly inflamed public opinion against
them by deft use of the media.

The national leader ordered law enforcement

into action. Promptly they arrested an innocent
man, disingenuously planted evidence to frame
him, and smugly announced to the nation that a
terrorist guilty of the firebombing was in custody.
Swift justice would be his lot, and the death penalty
meted out, the national leadership assured the
fiightened and, by now, angry masses.

However, law enforcement authorities warned
that the arrested was, in fact, only one of many par
ticipants in a broader national conspiracy of anti-
govemment plotters. These men and women, the
government and media explained, are professed
"enemies of the state." What's more, if their bloody
terrorist acts are to be prevented in the future, the
people must now agree to give up some of their lib
erties in exchange for security.

Law and order, and respect for government, the
national leader explained, will have to be the prime
objective of the day. New, wide-ranging anti-terror-
ist legislation must be quickly enacted. Constitu
tional prohibitions against illegal search and
seizure must be relaxed. The federal government
must be granted extraordinary investigative and
poUce powers. Only this, he counseled, will enable
federal law enforcement to put an end to these mad
terrorists, these shameless enemies ofgovernment.

Some, of course, opposed this massive increase in
government police power. But the national leader
was not deterred. He cagily hinted that anyone who
opposed the government's plan were "haters of
humanity," accomplices to the bombing of the feder
al building; they, too, he said, are social and reli
gious pariahs, aliens to law and order.

"We must purge the nation of this dark evil,"
trumpeted the national leader of this great demo
cratic country. "Tighter gun control and firearms
laws are necessary. Hate crime legislation is
required. The negative, anti-government critics
must be silenced."

"Extremists who would overthrow the govern
ment and who defame its institutions must not find

a safe haven ever again," said the increasingly pop
ular national leader.

The people of the nation applauded. "Yes, every
thing will be set right by our national leader," they
reasoned. "Our elected leader knows the best way.
The anti-govemment protesters are, indeed, haters
and anarchists. Riff-raff. They must be harshly
dealt with, the sooner the better."

"Yes," they roared and echoed in unison. "More
national police are needed. More and more laws
restricting our constitutional rights should be
passed. In fact, we demand more power be given to
the government and to our national leader! After
all, it is he who deeply loves us and feels our pain. It
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is he who wants only to protect us. He would never
lie to us. We trust him. Let us, therefore, use our
federal police powers to destroy our enemies, these
terrorists, these horrible, firebombing fanatics."
A Tale of Two Cities

The above is a true story. Indeed, it is, to use a
Charles Dickens phrase, A Tale of Two Cities.

On February 27, 1933, Adolf Hitler, Germany's
constitutionally elected leader, secretly ordered the
firebombing of Berlin's Reichstag — a federal build
ing roughly equivalent to our own nation's U.S.
Capitol. The public outcry inevitably resulted in the
dictatorial empowerment of the federal government.
The SS Gestapo was created, and hugely popular
leader, Adolf Hitler, assumed virtually complete,
totalitarian authority.

The people of Germany had gladly given up their
constitutional rights and freedoms to a megaloma
niac whom they imswervingly revered and trusted.
He spoke flatteries to them. He was for good against
evil. He felt their pain and soothed their suffering.

Germany and the whole world entered a dark era
of despair, horror, and death. Some 50 million per
ished in the flames of World War II and in concen
tration camps. And it all started with the clan
destine torching ofa single federal building!

The destruction of the

Reichstag in Berlin and
the Federal Building in
Oklahoma City followed
similar patterns. Both
Hitler and Clinton

cynically used the
tragedies to justify
Gestapo campaigns
against their enemies.

He Who Forgets the Past
As Santayana once said, "He who forgets the

past is doomed to repeat it." And so, on April 19,
1995, a federal building was firebombed in Okla
homa City. Bill Clinton, no doubt fully aware of

Hitler's fantastic success with the same outrageous
scheme six and one-half decades prior, moved fast to
follow in the Nazi fuhrer's footsteps. Clinton's own,
Himmler-type agent, FBI Director Louis Freeh, in a
speech in Oklahoma City, ranted about "enemies of
the state" and "haters of humanity." (Yes, he actual
ly used those very terms!)

Clinton's own, Hess-like agent, Attorney-General
Janet Reno, arrogantly goose-stepped forward to
the podium to announce that a mad bomber, though
just one cog in a nationwide, terrorist conspiracy,
had promptly been arrested. Once convicted, said
Ms. Reno, the evil Mr. Timothy McVeigh would pay
the maximum penalty — death.

The American people, as the Germans before
them, seem more than eager to obhge Clinton and
his henchmen in their lust-filled grab for the ulti
mate in governmental power and authority. The
media have assured the ignorant and trusting
masses that Bill Clinton and his lovely wife, Hillary,
would never lie to us. "Father" Bill and "Mother"
Hillary adore and love our little children. Indeed,
they love all of us. The government is only here to
help you. Only believe ... and you will remain safe
and secure in your comfortable cocoons out in sub
urbia.

But distrust our national leader, they caution,
and we will smash you. Criticize Big Brother, Big
Sister, and their police state, and you may end up
on the receiving end of an IRS or FBI investigation.
Or worse.

The New Fascists Are Like The Old Fascists
It is fair to say that Bill Clinton is, in fact, a fas

cist. A fascist is a strange, hybrid creature who
combines the most effective — and most virulent —
strains of both Nazism and Communism. The fas
cist believes in a totalitarian government, but one
ruled behind the scenes by a wealthy elite, such as
the CFR and Trilateral Commission clique. The fas
cist despises God, for he believes himself to be
divine. The fascist deceitfully uses and manipulates
the masses. From the rich he privately obtains his
awesome power. From the deluded people he
obtains his authority, which he wields with cruel
and terrible effectiveness.

Yes, Bill Clinton is a fascist. And today it is the
fascists who stalk America. The modern-day fascist
tyrants, however, have not changed much from
those of the past. Bill Clinton, like Hitler and Mus
solini before him, tells outrageous Ues. He hes about
what really happened in Waco, and he cynically
uses the Oklahoma City tragedy to arouse public
fear and incite pubhc anger toward perceived "ene
mies." Mr. Clinton manipulates this fear and anger
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to achieve the hidden agenda of the niiiminati elite:
the granting ofdictatorial poUce powers and the set^
ting aside ofour nation's Bill ofRights.

In London's Daily Tklegraph newspaper, histori
an John Keegan recently penned an article under
the title, "Who Says A Hitler Could Never Happen
Again?" Keegan observed, "People ... cannot toler-t
ate chronic insecurity. They crave civil peace almost
as much as they need food. If denied it, they will
give their loyalty to anyone who can assure it; they
will also sanction any measures this Leviathan —
as Hobbes called this bringer of security — deems
necessary to restore order."

"Hitler's genius," Keegan continues, "was for
playing on the fears and anxieties of ordinary men
and women" who, frightened and desperate for
order, agreed "to the whole apparatus of social con
trol that Hitler installed, when he achieved power
— with their votes."

Keegan points out that the people, feeling them^
selves imder pressure from a "collection of terror
ists, fanatics, and criminals, assented to police state
tactics, deprivation of civil rights, imprisonment
without trial, judicial murder, and, eventually, mass
extermination of the enemies of the people."

lb those who say that it couldn't happen today,
not with an enUghtened media, Keegan responds by
reminding us that, in fact, the media were the
greatest promoters of Nazi fascism and were among
the warmest advocates of Adolf Hitler's totalitarian
program. "Hitler's real genius," says Keegan, "was
in pubhc relations ... The German press, radio, and
cinema applauded the Nazi assault on 'anti-social
and criminal elements' every step of the way."

And so we return again to 1995, to Bill Clinton,
and to an anxious and fearful America. Clinton's
unconstitutional agenda, as was Hitler's, is
applauded by the media. Even the gassing and
burning to death of the 17 children inside the
Branch Davidian compound in Waco is described as
a righteous act by an honest and virtuous President
and Attorney-General. The German people had
their Reichstag. The Americans now have their
Oklahoma City. Apparently the devil never changes
his ways, and neither do his fascist agents here on
planet earth.

Who Profits?
No one but an insane sadist — or a scheming

totalitarian — would have participated in or
applauded the Oklahoma City bombing. Who, then,
did profit from this otherwise senseless act of sheer
terror? You know, and I know, the answer. In a man
ner frighteningly reminiscent of Josef Stalin's
purges in Soviet Russia and Hitler's propagandistic
Nazi era. Bill Clinton, Janet Reno, and their totali
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tarian comrades are cynically using this tragedy to
demand special, dictatorial police powers.

How disgustingly convenient, how cruelly per
fect, how devilishly advantageous to the long-dier-
ished agenda of Bill Clinton and his New World
Order superiors was this monstrous firebombing
and massacre in Oklahoma City! TYuly, God's Word
is astute, for we read in Proverbs 8:36 — "All they
that hate me love death."

ENEMIES OF THE STATE

Both the government and the media agree: cer
tain, designated "enemies" must be stopped. Feder-
^ law enforcement agencies, we are told, must be
given the maximum authority to shut the mouths of
the dissidents. Repubhcans and Democrats alike in
Congress seem determined to give to federal author
ities dictatorial tools to end what the media
describes as "the threat to pubhc security posed by
dangerous, anti-government factions."

America is being told that so-called "extremist,
right-wing" groups must be thoroughly investigat
ed, even if they are not suspected of actual crimes.
For the good of the nation, they must be confronted
with far-reaching, police state tactics. Among the
extremist groups identified by the media and the
government as threats to national security are the
following. Look and see ifyou or someone you know
could be on Big Brother's enemy hit Ust. Check to
see ifyou are a designated "enemy of the state."
• Pro-lifers, who oppose abortion, all of whom, the
government and media claim, are guilty of a nation-
d conspiracy to firebomb abortion clinics and mur
der abortion doctors.
• Christian fundamentalists, especially those
who believe in a coming apocalypse, a literal
Armageddon, the last days' rise of Mystery Babylon,
and the imminent return ofJesus Christ.
• Conspiracy theorists, especially those who
warn of a "New World Order" or who criticize the
United Nations.
• Farmers and ranchers, because they oppose
the "wisdom" of new environmental regulations and
the government's management of their lands and
homesteads. (Of course, only the little farmers and
ranchers are threats — the big, "agribusiness"
titans are government approved!)
• Internet and fax users, because they are sup
posedly guilty of spreading so-called "hate" mes
sages by computer and over the fax lines.
• Gun owners, vilified because they allege that the
Second Amendment to the Constitution guarantees
to the citizenry "the right to keep and bear arms."
This, we are told, is a dangerous and inflammatory
idea.
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o Militia members, targeted because they expose
the heinous and murderous acts perpetrated by the
FBI and BATF in Waco, things that the media and
the government prefer the American people not find
out,

• Conservative talk show hosts, because they
provide forums where the enslaved working classes,
American patriots, Biblical Christians, and other
anti-New World Order voices stir up discontent and
distrust of Big Brother government — which, of
course, is a decided no-no as far as the elitists are
concerned.

• Tax protesters, because they simply don't
understand that it is a "good thing" for our fiiends
at the IRS to exercise such massive and unconstitu
tional police powers over the suffering and ever
more paying citizenry. (How else can we pay for the
poUce state, for all those much-needed government
welfare programs, and for all that foreign aid?)
• Constitutionalists, because of their unaccept
able behef that the wording of the Bill of Rights is
to be taken Uterally. Constitutionalists are also said
to be extreme because they oppose the New World
Order and warn of a coming one-world government
system which would make obsolete the need for our
"old and antiquated" national Constitution.
• Tenth Amendment advocates, especially to be
watched and beaten down are those who believe in
the Tenth Amendment, which states that those
powers not specifically delegated to the federal gov
ernment, "are reserved to the states or to the peo
ple." This, say the media and the politicians in
Washington, D.C., is a disturbing and revolutionary
notion!

• Patriots, because they cherish the "old America"
— the land that once belonged to the brave and the
free, before todays socialist rot set in.
• Armed forces personnel, because they despise
their "heroic," draft-dodging, U.S. military-loathing,
Commander-in-Chief, Bill Clinton. Tliese men and
women oppose PDD-25, the government's directive
to turn over command of the U.S. miUtary forces to
United Nations controllers. Many uniformed per
sonnel are also "America Firsters" and this presents
a roadblock to the glorious, soon coming New Age of
one-worldism.

0 Right-wing extremists — All of the people in
the above categories, plus many more "anti-govem-
ment" agitators — for example, home schoolers,
objectors to homosexual conduct, etc. — are lumped
together and labeled as "right-wing extremists."
The nation is being encouraged to distrust, investi
gate, watch, despise, and quarantine these terrible
people.

CHIPPING AWAY AT FREEDOM
by William Norman Grigg

In an address denouncing the French revolution
ary terror two centuries ago, Noah Webster
observed that governments always justify the crimi
nal aggrandizement of their powers by deploying
"the old stale plea of necessity." As Congress finish
es work on the "Comprehensive Terrorism Preven
tion Act," a measure which will continue the uncon
stitutional enrichment of federal pohce powers, the
air is thick with invocations of the "necessity"
defense. "Necessity" has no stronger champion than
Representative Charles Schimier (D-NY), a veteran
anti-gun zealot. Schumer explains that restraints
on federal power must be lifted, because "in
wartime, it's different than peacetime. In terrorism
time, it's different fi'om peacetime."

Remarkably, at least one supporter of the Senate
version of the Tferrorism Prevention Act has candid
ly admitted that the measure will lead to abuses of
individual Uberty. During Senate debate over the
bill. Senator Patty Murray (D-WA) declared, "It is
disturbing to me when the Congress is faced with a
decision to increase protection for the people by
chipping away at the edges of fi-eedom. But in this
case, the imperative is clear." Although Murray
admonished her colleagues that "we as elected offi
cials have an ... obligation to keep firom unnerving
the people we are trying to protect," her remarks
could not fail to imnerve the attentive:

"We have no idea what kind of mistakes will
be made, or whose rights will be infringed,
when this bill is implemented... While we can take
comfort knowing this bill strengthens the hand of
law enforcement to aggressively pursue terrorists,
none of us should take comfort in what it might
mean for innocents caught in the middle as
the anti-terrorism effort intensifies."

"It will be critically important," emphasized Mur
ray, "for law enforcement officials of all types ... to
protect the citizens that go along with the kind of
broad new powers we are bestowing upon them."

Centralization of Power
The rationale for this enrichment of federal

power, of course, was the April 19th bombing in
Oklahoma City. However, there was pubhc ambiva
lence regarding the proposed anti-terrorism legisla
tion even in the immediate aftermath of the bomb
ing. A TYme/CNN poll conducted on April 27th
found that 61 percent of the surveyed public
believed that "the federal government ... already
has enough power" to investigate U.S. citizens; 60
percent of those polled responded that they were
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worried about abuses of power "if the federal gov
ernment were given more powers in order to combat
terrorism."

In spite of the public'sunease, President Clinton
has insisted that an anti-terrorism measure must
be passed as quickly as possible, before political
support for new federal powers dissipates altogeth
er. As of this writing, the Senate has passed its ver
sion of the bill (S.735), and the House version (H.R.
1710) has been voted out of committee for consider
ation by the entire House.

Both the Senate and House versions of the mea
sure would create new federal powers to conduct
wiretap surveillance and to collect information from
private transactions. The Senate bill provides $1.8
billion to hire new federal law enforcement officers
and creates a new FBI counter-terrorism center. In
addition, S. 735 expands the predicate offenses
under the Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Orga
nizations Act, a measure which may be used to
criminalize political associations (it is ^ready being
used against pro-life activists). Both the Senate and
House measures would relax the posse comitatus
guidelines which prevent the direct involvement of
the military in domestic law enforcement. Further
more, the House version of the measure would per
mit the federal government to define nearly any
crime involving a gun as an act of "terrorism" that
would therefore fall under the scope of the bill.

The Senate's bill does contain some useful provi
sions dealing with the threat posed by international
terrorism. The measure provides for more rapid
deportation of suspected aliens and bans organiza
tional and fimd-raising efforts on behalf of foreign
terrorist groups. It also contains a welcome limit on
death row appeals. Significantly, these provisions,
which target real terrorists and convictedcriminals,
were loudly denounced by many liberal senators
who eventually voted for the measure.

Hastily Crafted Bills
The Clinton administration's original bill, H.R.

896 (sponsored by Representative Charles
Schumer), contained all the troublesome provisions
which are found in the present Senate and House
bills. Further, as David Kopel of the Independence
Institute observes, the administration's original bill
"abolished ... all jurisdictional restraints on federal
agencies." Additionally, the President would have
been given the power to designate any group, for
eign or domestic, as a "terrorist" organization.
Given Mr. Clinton's dyspeptic fulminations about
"right-wing extremists," talk radio hosts, and gun
rights advocates, it is not difficult to imagine how
such powerswould have been used.

In modified form, the original Clinton adminis
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tration bill was adopted by the Republican Senate
leadership. Mike Hammond, a legislative analyst
for Gun Owners of America, told The New Ameri
can, "The Senate leadership simply took the
Schumer bill, added some things, and removed
some of its more objectionable features, and claimed
it as its own. There were no hearings or witnesses."

The result met with the Clinton Administration's
unqualified approval. As the New York Times point
ed out, "Although drafted by the Republican majori
ty, the legislation would give President Clinton most
of the provisions he requested in a counter-terror
ism measure."

As Senator Murray's remarks suggest, the Sen
ate measure is intended to cast a wide and indis
criminate net. A crime may be designated a "terror
ist offense" if it involves "the mail, or any facility
utilized in interstate commerce," or "obstructs,
delays, or affects interstate or foreign commerce in
any way or degree ..." This promiscuous use of the
Constitution's commerce clause runs contrary to the
Supreme Court's recent Lopez decision, in which the
Court reaffirmed the embattled principle that the
powers delegated to the federal government are
"few and defined," and that they do not amount to a
general grant of police power over the nation. The
substance of S. 735 illustrates that preserving the
unconstitutional police power of the federal govern
ment is a priority for both the Clinton administra
tion and the Republican Senate leadership.

Another provision of the Senate measure states
that federal jurisdiction "shall exist over all princi
pals, co-conspirators, and accessories after the fact"
in any terrorism prosecution. Furthermore, one
may be implicated as a "co-conspirator" or an
"accessory" if he "transfers an explosive material,
knowing or having reasonable cause to believe that
such explosive material will be used to commit a
crime of violence." This remarkable subjective stan
dard could be used to prosecute law-abiding
firearms and explosives dealers — or, for that mat
ter, fertilizer and fuel oil salesmen — who innocent
ly make a sale to the wrong person; all the feds
would be required to prove in such a case would be
a "reasonable cause" to know how the products
would be used. This offense carries a mandatory ten
year prison sentence.

The Senate bill also contains a statement of
"findings" which encourages the President to
"undertake immediate efforts to develop multilater
al efforts" to prevent international terrorism, and to
use "all necessary means," including "military
force." While American Presidents can properly use
military force to prevent and punish acts of interna
tional terrorism, the Senate's findings use the
threat of terrorism as a pretext for continued entan-
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glement in NATO and other multilateral relation
ships which have no relationship to America's
national interests.

Furthermore, S. 735 actually expands presiden
tial authority to provide military assistance to ter
rorists states. Although the Senate measure decrees
that "no assistance ... shall be provided to the gov
ernment of any coxmtry that provides lethal mili
tary equipment" to recognized terrorist states, it
contains a self-nullifying codicil stating that such
assistance may be provided if the President "deter
mines that furnishing such assistance is important
to the national interests of the United States ..."
This provision will be welcomed by the Clinton
Administration, which has dispensed aid and other
favors upon North Korea, China, and Russia ... all
of which sponsor terrorists ... and upon such practi
tioners of terrorism as Hafez al Assad and Yasir
Arafat.

Discretion and Rectitude
The House Judiciary Committee approved H.R.

1710 by a 23-12vote on June 14th. Among the oppo
nents of the measure were found several conserva
tive Republicans who objected to its excessively
broad firearms-related language: Terrorism, as
defined in the measure, includes "the use of any
explosive or firearm (other than for mere personal
monetary gain) with intent to endanger, directly or
indirectly, the safety of one or more individuals."
The New York Times observed, "The committee
members received [this] language just moments
before it was to vote on it." The committee members
therefore voted up-or-down on statutory language
the implications of which were not entirely under
stood by the legislators.

Seeking to placate concerned members of his
House Judiciary Committee, chairman Henry Hyde
(R-IL) declared, "The use of a gun in a crime is a
serious act. That doesn't offend my sense of recti
tude to have that defined as terrorism." Representa
tive Martin Hoke (R-OH) rejoined, "We don't want
crimes of passion to be suddenly federalized." Hyde
parried this complaint by asserting that "prosecuto-
rial discretion" on the part of federal authorities
would prevent such a result. Besides, Hyde insisted,
an act of domestic violence "sounds pretty terroristic
to me." Observing that his motivation was "to move
the bill," Hyde assured his colleagues that a "better,
more accurate definition" of terrorism could be sub
stituted in the final version of the measure. "But
meanwhile, we have a workable [definition]. It's not
the worst in the world."

If constitutional limitations on federal police
powers are to be limited only by the "prosecutorial

discretion" of federal officials and Henry Hyde's sto
ried "sense of rectitude," the RepubUc is in serious
trouble. Associate Deputy Attorney General Andrew
Fois, who was assigned by the Justice Department
to monitor the legislation, approved of the commit
tee's definition, explaining that "we proposed a defi
nition that is broad enough to enforce our needs.
The efforts are to narrow it. Our concern is that it
doesn't get too narrow." In short, the Clinton
Administration's motley band of regulatory zealots,
gim-grabbers, and property-seizers will be satisfied
with nearly any definition which enlarges federal
authority. So much for "prosecutorial discretion."

As for Hyde's "rectitude," this dubious attribute
led the congressman to support last year's ban on
"assault" weapons; it has also inspired him to
denounce as obsolete the Constitution's allocation of
war-declaring power to the Congress.

Other Republicans in Hyde's committee did not
share their chairman's cavalier attitude regarding
constitutional limitations on federal power. Follow
ing the vote. Representative Bob Barr (R-GA)
remarked, "Under this definition, any crime that
involves the use of firearms becomes a terrorist act,
and then the provisions of this bill — making it
easy for the federal government to wiretap or obtain
financial records — apply ... In addition, these all
become federal offenses, and that cuts squarely
against the grain [of] what I and the people in my
district want me to be doing up here, which is to be
narrowing the scope of federal activity, not vastly
expanding it."

Similar views were expressed by Representative
James Sensenbrenner (R-WI), who was also among
the RepubUcans who opposed the bill in committee.
Kathy Benz, Sensenbrenner's press secretary, told
The New American that Sensenbrenner was firmly
opposed to the measure on federalist grounds. Fur
thermore, recounted Benz, "The bill will give Janet
Reno's Justice Department vastly expanded powers
to intrude into the lives of private, law-abiding citi
zens on the basis of poUtical behefs."

IMilitarizing Law Enforcement
It has been fi'equently recalled that every dicta

torship makes use of centralized and militarized
law enforcement to suppress its subjects. Both of
these tendencies were manifest in last year's
Omnibus Crime Bill, and they are powerfully rein
forced by this year's Terrorism Prevention Act. Lib
eral Senator Russ Feingold (D-WI), who voted
against last year's crime bill on federalist groimds,
was also among the eight solons who voted against
the Senate's version of the anti-terrorism bill. He
regards the terrorism bill as "a vehicle to undo some
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of the traditional barriers which separate the feder
al government from state and local law enforce
ment."

Feingold particularly takes issue with the revi
sion of posse comitatus guidelines, which would
allow the Attorney General to use the military to
investigate incidents of biological and chemical ter
rorism: "This really goes over the line, because what
it does is give the military, in cases ofbiological and
chemical terrorism, new powers it has never had
before, including the power of arrest in what are
called exigent circumstances. I think this is a dan
gerous precedent." Extending the principle con
tained in S 735, Feingold explained, "It is possible
to argue that the military should be involved in
some sort of gun-related items [because] that
involves the whole country. So this is a dangerous
precedent, as well as one of the most dangerous
departures from the protection of civilian law
enforcement in the history of our country."

The Independence Institute's David Kopel shares
Feingold's misgivings about weakening the posse
comitatus guidelines. Kopel told The New Ameri
can, "This is really a solution in search of a problem
— or maybe a solution which can evolve into a real
problem." While acknowledging that chemical or
biological terrorism is not an impossibility, Kopel
indicated that there are preemptive measures
which are compatible with the earlier posse comita
tus guidelines:

"There are perfectly permissible ways for the mil
itary to share its expertise regarding chemical and
biological warfare with civilian law enforcement
personnel. For example, it could train the FBI to
deal with such threats, and the FBI could pass this
along to local pohce, or perhaps military experts
could train locd police directly, as long as the miU-
tary is not actually enforcing civilian law. This is a
more elaborate solution, but it would help maintain
one of the most important characteristics of a free
society — a clear separation of roles between the
military and civilian law enforcement."

Kopel is also critical of what he calls a "massive
expansion of federal jurisdiction" created by the
anti-terrorism legislation. Although Kopel is not
sanguine about the threat of terrorism, he con
cludes that "there is nothing in this legislation that
would have prevented the tragedy of Oklahoma
City.There is, however, a lot which could be used to
increase the vulnerability of American citizens to
abuses ofgovernment power — state terrorism."

An American Enabling Act?
Professor Angelo Codevilla of Boston University

has written that the Terrorism Prevention Act "por
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tends trouble" for American liberty, as "the Presi
dent's rhetoric has made it perfectly clear who, in
his view, the countr^s potential terrorists are, and
hence who the targets of the government's atten
tions will be. The standard developed after Okla
homa City — namely that possession of literature
and frequent expression of opinions similar to those
of people involved in violence — will enable the
Clinton Justice Department to treat a wide variety
ofconservatives as threats to internal security."

"These are not 'paranoid fantasies,' " Codevilla
maintains. "This is the legacy of almost thirty years
of the federalization and mihtarization of American
law enforcement. What will happen if this panoply
of weapons is put to the service of poUticalpassions
and bureaucratic self-interest?"

One of the most prominent profiles in bureau
cratic self-interest is that offered by ATF Director
Stephen Higgins, the official who supervised the
raid on the Branch Davidian congregation. In a July
2nd Washington Post op-ed column, Higgins petu
lantly attacked critics of the Wacoraid and reiterat
ed a string of weary falsehoods and misrepresenta
tion in an effort to forestall a congressional inquiry
into the tragedy. Higgins justified the lethal raid as
part of a necessary campaign against religious
"extremists" and concluded, "The day has long
passed when we can afford to ignore the threat
posed by individuals who believe they are subject
only to the laws of their god and not those of our
government."

In predictably self-serving fashion, Higgins
ignores an even greater danger: a government
which presents itself as God. One example ofsuch a
government was that of National Socialist Ger
many, which used "anti-terrorism" laws to obtain
total power. Following the arson attack on the Ger
man Reichstag on February 27,1933, German Pres
ident Hindenburg signed an executive decree "for
the protection of the people and the state." Inter
preting the attack as the opening salvo in a terrorist
campaign against the new National Socialist gov
ernment, the decree enlarged the powers of the cen
tral government to permit "restrictions on personal
liberty, on the right of free expression of opinion,
including the press ... on the rights of assembly and
association, and violations of the privacy of postal,
telegraphic and telephonic communications," and
specified that "warrants for house searches, orders
for confiscations as well as restrictions on property,
are also permissible beyond the legal limits other
wise prescribed."

Less than a month later, the Reichstag enacted a
"Law for Removing the Distress of People and
Reich," also known as the "Enabling Act," in which
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it essentially renounced its residual powers by
assigning all legislative authority to the Reich cabi
net for a period of four years. Hitler, who at that
time was Chancellor, promised, "The government
will make use of these powers only insofar as they
are essential for carrying out vitally necessary mea
sures ... The number of cases in which an internal
necessity exists for having recourse to such a law is
a limited one."

However, the unlimited powers granted to
Hitler's government through the Enabling Act
allowed him the luxury of defining "essential" pow
ers and "vitally necessary measures" according to
his ideological needs. Although he promised that
"the separate existence of the federal states will not
be done away," the National Socialist central gov
ernment consolidated all powers to itself Although
he promised that "the rights of the churches will not
be diminished," his government aggressively perse
cuted religious "extremists" who insisted that the
state was accountable to God's authority. The
Enabling Act, which had been created as a "counter-
terrorism" measure, provided a legal, democratic
rationale for national socialist dictatorship.

Although the federal powers created by the Com
prehensive Terrorism Prevention Act fall far short
of those granted to Hitler's government by the
Enabling Act, they not only manifest the same ten
dency toward radically centralized police authority,
but (if enacted) will set the stage for even more
oppressive legislation. Once again, a nation is being
told to entrust its government with vastly increased
powers, which will supposedly be used in a "limited"
way. In such fashion is the "old stale plea of necessi
ty" renewed, to the detriment of individual liberty.

FBI STONEWALLS EVIDENCE

DISCOVERED BY TV STATION
Spotlight Newspaper

Strange new revelations about what really hap
pened before, during and after the terrorist bomb
ing in Oklahoma City were discussed on the June 6
broadcast of The SPOTLIGHT'S nightly call-in talk
forum, Radio Free America (RFA) with host Tom
Valentine.

The guest was David Hall, owner of KPOC Tele
vision in Ponca City, Oklahoma, which is roughly 90
miles from Oklahoma City. Hall and his news team
have been investigating the Oklahoma City bomb
ing and have uncovered facts which do not agree
with the official government version of what sup
posedly happened.

Hall has prepared two videos, one on the Randy
Weaver affair and one on the Branch Davidian holo
caust at Waco. They may be ordered, at $19.95 each
by calling toll-free 1-800-474-2861.

An edited transcript of Valentine's interview with
Hall follows. Valentine's questions are in boldface
type. Hall's responses are in regular text.

Your station is located just about an hour
and a halfs drive from Oklahoma City and
you were covering "the bomb" from the begin
ning.

That's right. We-had people on the scene by
about 10:45 the morning of the bombing. We were
covering it like any story that we would cover. How
ever, after about a week certain things started
developing, so we started looking into it in a serious
manner. Consequently we've hired three special
investigators (two of them are former FBI agents)
who are working for us for the last 30 days.

Have you also been in touch with Ted Gun-
derson, the former special agent in charge of
the FBI office in Los Angeles, whose inquiries
into the nature of the bomb have been report
ed extensively by The SPOTLIGHT?

I have Gunderson's full report and expect to meet
with him eventually. However, we haven't gotten to
that part of the story (i.e., the nature of the bomb
itself) as of yet. We're still working on the McVeigh
and John Doe No. 2 angles, trying to bring some
inconsistencies into line and make some sense out
ofwhat we've been told.

What have been some of these inconsisten
cies and other questions that have led you
Into investigating the bombing story further?

I think the thing that really bothered us is that
we were told on the afternoon of April 19, the day of
the bombing, that they had videotape of a brown
Ford pickup with McVeigh getting in it, leaving the
truck that was supposed to be carrying the bomb,
and that there was another suspect in that brown
Ford pickup with McVeigh. They also stated that a
female witness had been driving away from the
scene as the bomb exploded. She had her front car
window blown out. She also saw these two individu
als.

Then we find that McVeigh was arrested at 10:45
that morning by the Oklahoma highway patrolman,
Charlie Hanger. McVeigh was in a 1978 cream col
ored Mercury. That caught our attention, since this
car was nothing like the vehicle that the authorities
were supposed to be on the lookout for and for
which they had put out an all-points bulletin.
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About two weeks ago, we and another television
station confronted them on this and asked why they
Were not continuing to look for the brownFord pick
up and John Doe No. 2. That seemed to have fallen
by the wayside.

The authorities told us, though, that they had
not putoutan all-points bulletin for thebrown Ford
pickup and that we were totally in error. We video
taped that interview, by the way, and so did the
other television station.

However, we then went to the police broadcast
tapes that went out on April 19th. We brought up
the tapewhich indicated that therehad been an all-
points bulletin for a brown Ford pickup that had
two occupants and that this bulletin was put out
with the authority of the FBI. We played that tape
for them ^d they said that they had "no comment"
on it.

Now after Waco we had begun to wake up, and
realized that these people (the authorities) didn't
tell us the truth all the time, so we started looking
at the OMahoma Citybombing case a Uttleharder.

At another point they indicated that McVeigh
was arrested at 10:45 on the morning ofWednesday,
April 19, and that the vehicle he was driving was
the 1978 Mercury

I happened to be sitting by my radio scanner on
Friday, April 21, about one o'clock in the afternoon,
and I heard a broadcast coming over from the Okla
homa Highway Patrol that they had a car on 1-35
and that the car, most likely, had been involved in
the bombing.

I dispatched a crew over from the station and
theygot there and a lady there told us that shewit
nessed the arrest of a man about 1:30 pm. She said
he was taken out of the vehicle, put in a military
heUcopter and [itl went south with him. We broad
cast that story as did Channel 4 in Oklahoma City,
as well as the Oklahoma News Network for radio.

If that wasn't enough, then, the following Mon-
. day we hadour insurance agent for the station who

came in that day to visit. He lives at Perry, Okla
homa. I mentioned this report to him and he said, "I
was coming down 1-35 on Friday and a highway
patrolman passed me with his red lights and siren
on at a high rate ofspeed."

He said that when he got up to where the patrol
man had gone there were all sorts ofvehicles and
all sorts ofpolice (including plainclothesmen). I^ere
was a helicopter flying away. So that substantiates
the story that the lady had told. Ourinsurance man
is a former Oklahoma City policeofficer

So we are trying to determine who was arrested
on Friday. Was McVeigh arrested on Wednesday (as
they say) or on Friday?
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It may be that there is a reasonable explanation
for this. It may be that the car McVeigh was driving
was left on the spot for two days, but that's not like-
ly-

The Oklahoma Highway Patrol has a policy in
the types of arrest that McVeigh was involved in.
The car would be impounded and searched and
taken offthe highway. At any rate, they don't let a
car sit for a 48-hour period on 1-35.

Are you suggesting that McVeigh's real
arrest by a very lucky highway patrolman
didn't really happen on the morning of April
19 (shortly after the bombing), but that it real
ly Imppeined on April 21?

Well, we've beentoldby two witnesses that there
was an arrest on that date. We're trying to clear this
up with the FBI, but we can't get statements from
them. They are not commenting on that. So it's a
very real problem.

However, there's another problem with this
arrest. If McVeigh left Oklahoma City at 9:00 in the
morning (and he was arrested at Perry, Oklahoma
at 10:20 that morning according to the official
reports), he would have known from early reports
that there were at least six people dead from the
bombing(sincehe had a radio in that car).

He was running 85 miles an hour down 1-35,
which has highway patrolmen all along the high
way. He had no license plate on the car. He had a
fully loaded gunstrappedin a shoulder holster.

Now according to Patrolman Charlie Hanger,
whenhe stopped McVeigh, the suspectgotout ofthe
car and said, "I've got a gun imder myjacket," and
gave himself up.

That doesn't make sense to me. At that point
McVeigh would have had nothing to lose if he had
shot the officer right there and gone on down the
road.

It doesn't make sense to a lot of people.
There are some real problems here. I'm not buy

ingthe story, nordoes my television crew, nordo the
formerFBI agents whowe have on board. What we
have are several problems with the stories put out
by.the FBI, and even they are acknowledging that
they have problems.

Theydon't know if they have enough evidence to
prosecute James Nichols and are asking for an
extension on the grand jury. I think, perhaps, there
might be similar problems with McVeigh, but I feel
that we have enough information at this time to say
that he certainly was involved in the bombing in
some way.

However, we looked at McVeigh's work record
over the 30-day period prior to the bombing, and we
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found that he worked 24 or 25hours, drawing $4.35
an hour.

Tb buildthe bomb, rent the truck and stay in the
motels that were used would have exceeded
$10,000. How a man such as McVeigh, whom we
might call a drifter, and just working to eat each
day, could have come up with $10,000 raises ques
tions.

We think we have the answer at this time, but I'd
rather not go into it over the program at this time.
We've interviewed many, many people who have
actually been with McVeigh and actually known
some of the things involved around this bombing,
and when all ofit comes out, people are going to be
astounded with what we've uncovered.

Have you interviewed Charlie Hanger, the
officer who was supposed to have arrested
McVeigh?

We have talked with Hanger. Charlie is not talk
ing at this tune. He's been told by the FBI not to
talk. We did talk with him early on and he told us
that he made that arrest at 10:20 am. on April 19.
Charlie is under the spell of the FBI. That doesn't
have any effect on the information that we've uncov
ered up to this point.

We actually know where McVeigh stopped along
the way and talked with people and we've talked
with someof those people. The FBI knows the same
thing that we know.

They know that McVeigh was supposed to be in
Oklahoma City at 3:00 in the morning and was
delayed because he got lost, and we've talked to the
people who talked to him while he was lost andgot
him back on the road.

Then there are the stories that there were no
ATF people in the bureau office the day of the
bombing. A lot of people have heard those stories.
The ATF has sentouta disclaimer, saying that they
had five agents who were dead.

However, there's a bad problem with that
because two days prior to that, one agent told us
that therewere no ATF agents in the office that day
He even told us where they were. He told us that he
was in Oklahoma City in court with a fellow named
Fuzzy Warren.

Then, he said, there were three agents in
Newkirk, Oklahoma on an arson case, anda couple
others were involved in cases around the coimtry.
He said that five agents were up all night because
they were involved in surveillance imtil about 6:30
in the morning, at which time they went home and
went to bed. ^^at he told us was that no agents
were killed, but that there was a secretary in the
office and she did not get hurt.

According to him they were all out doing their
jobs. I will tellyou this much: We're going to have a
real problem with those five agents who were up all
night and went home and went to bed.

Whatever happened to the brown Ford
pickup that McVeigh and the other suspect
were supposedly spotted in just prior to the
bombing?

We don't believe there ever was such a vehicle.
They've never produced a videotape of the scene
that was supposed to be Southwestern Bell's video
surveillance camera in a building across the street
from the federal building. No one has seen those
videos. They've not been released to anybody,
although several people have made inquiries.

What about the seismographic evidence in
circulation that suggests that there were two
explosions at the federal building?

There certainlywere twoexplosions. At the onset
we were told that those two seismic readings were
the explosion going off and then the concrete fi*om
the building falling and hitting the ground. Then
they retracted that and said that there was the
explosion and then something following it like a
sonic boom.

We have a former ATF ^ent who has looked at
the charts and his conclusions, while not firm yet,
are somewhat in concurrence with those of (former
FBI official) Ted Gunderson (who believes that the
bomb had to be more powerful than what's officially
been reported). We're not ready to draw a conclu
sion, but we are still working on this particular
question.

Another thing that the authorities will have to
address is that the demolition ofthe building by
e3q)losives did not register on the seismograph that
suggested there had been two explosions on April
19th.

We had 60 milUon tons ofconcrete fall on April
19 at the time ofthe blast. Then when the building
was brought down, there were some 200 million
tons fall, but that shock wave didn't register.

Now here's something else that we broadcast (as
did other local Oklahoma stations) and this didn't
getoutside thestatein thenational media reports.

The assistant Oklahoma City firechief, John
Hanson, toldus that they had foimd twoundetonat-
ed bombs in the building as well as one rocket
launcher in the building.

We have confirmed that theywere there, but we
have not been able to get any comments fi-om the
FBI or theATF. So thereare some problems there.

You've uncovered some other interesting
things.
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We think that we've found John Doe No. 2 and
we have had him under surveillance for about six
days. We know that John Doe No. 2 was in Tulsa,
along withMcVeigh, at a gun show onApril 1st.

McVeigh was attempting to buy some pistols over
there and he said he was not going to register with
the ATF. So we knew about that. We talked at
length with a man who was selling guns at a gun
show and he reported this to the FBI and no action
was taken on that.

The FBI were certainly miracle people after
the bombing. It was the day after the bombing
that they were in Michigan ransacking hous
es, in Mexico and Arizona. Did they know
ahead about all of these people?

I thing — as do a lot of other people — that
McVeigh wasunder surveillance fora longtime.

I thinkyou could put that theory in the bankand
draw money on it. We have evidence that would
support that. I think there was prior knowledge of
the bombing.

A lady named Deborah von l^pp has been
claiming that the American government was
responsible for the gassings in Tokyo and that
the Japanese retaliated by the Oklahoma City
bombing.

I don't find it credible at all, although I
actually provided Miss von Trapp a forum on
this program several years ago in another
matter involving her personal conflict with
the Xerox corporation. Any comments on her
allegations?

We have totally investigated this claim and we
can't substantiate anything she says. CBS News,
incidentally, actually looked into her claim and they
can't find anything rehable in what she says either.

Personally, I believe Miss von Trapp was
deliberately handed mis-information so that
some of us who believe there's a lot more to
the Oklahoma City bombing story might get
entrapped (and therefore discredited).

I believe you're right. I don't know that she
knowingly did this, but we did a lot of investigating
into this. Now some friends of mine at CBS who
know what we are doing, and who are fiiendly to us,
also looked into this. There are people in the major
media who share information with us a lot of the
time and their hands are tied.

I want to say that I have a great deal of faith in
Radio Free America. I know that the information
that you put out is accurate and I want people to
know that.
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so WHERE WAS THE ATF THAT DAY?
FROM: THE JUBILEE NEWSPAPER

Explodingthe Oklahoma Myths...
May/Jime, 1995
by Paul Hall

The old sa5dng "truth is strsinger than fiction" is
definitely ringing true when it comes to the tragic
story of mass destruction in Oklahoma City. Amid
the dozens of allegations and speculative reports
now in circulation around the country, one question
rang forth from someone who many would have
thought to be a very unlikely source, but whose
question, if truly answered, may blow the lid offthe
tightlysealed pot ofmyths and obvious lies. Thebig
question is nowon everyone'smind.

On May23, the day of the hasty implosion, Edye
Smith, the mother of Chase, 3 and Colton, 2, who
were murdered alongwith 167others on that fiight-
fiil day ... came forward to publicly ask what others
may have been afi'aid to mention: Where was the
ATF the morning ofApril 19th?

There were actually several different interviews
wherein Edye asked basically the same question.
Here are her words taken directly fi:om two televi
sion broadcast transcripts.
6:00pm Newscast, KFOR-TV, Oklahoma City:

Edye to Reporter: "Did they (ATF) have a
warning or didn't they?Wecan't get them to answer
our questions. They had an option to not be in the
office that day. Why didn't everyone else have that
option too? We don't know, we're asking simple
questions and we can't get any answers and so it
makes us that much more curious. Where the hell
were they?"
Gary Tuckman^s live CNN interview with Edye
Smith:

TUCKMAN: "But in the next couple of months
when things start to get quieter here in Oklahoma
City, do you think it will begin getting tougher for
you?"

EDYE: 'Teah, but I don't think things are going
to start getting very quiet, you know? There's a ...
there are a lot of questions that have been left
unanswered, a lot of questions we don't have
answers for, we're being told to keep our mouth
shut, not talk about it, don't ask those questions,
but I think things are going to get a lot noisier."

TUCKMAN: "What kind of questions have people
been telling you to keep your mouth shut about?

EDYE: "Well, we've just fi:om the very beginning,
we, along with hundreds and thousands of other
people, want to know just, and we just innocently
ask questions, you know, where was ATF? All 15 or
17 of their employeessurvived and they Uve, they're
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on the ninth floor. They were the target of the explo
sion, and where were they? Did they have a warn
ing sign? I mean, did they think it might be a bad
day to goin the office? They had an optionnot to go
to work that day, and my kids didn't get that option,
nobody else in the building got that option. And
we're just asking questions, we're not making accu
sations. We just want to know, and they're telling
us, 'Keep your mouth shut, don't talk about it.'"

TUCKMAN: "Well, Edye Smith and the
Wilbums, thanks for joining us ..."

At that point the cover-up went into high gear.
Television transcripts show how the local media,
Grovemor Keating (former FBI) and the ATF began
a frantic effort to defuse this loose cannon, Edye
Smith. She must be quieted. In an exclusive phone
interview, Edye told The Jubilee that on the day of
the implosion (the day she asked the question) her
answering machine was full of messages from ATF
agents who said, "we need to get this cleared up."
But in Edye's opinion she felt as though the ATF
was saying, "let us tell our story and you just
beheve it, don't ask any more questions."

Several government officials came to her home
the next day to answer her question. Present at the
meeting were ATF agents Luke Frainey (OKCity)
and Steve Kyler (from Dallas). U.S. Attorney Pat
Ryan, a woman from the U.S. Department of Jus
tice, and an IRS investigator.

The government officials told her there were five
ATF agents in the building that morning, out of 15
who work in the office.
1. Valerie Rodin, a secretary.
2. Vemon Buster, a compliance officer.
3. Jim Scaggs, a compliance officer.
4. Luke Frainey, an undercover agent.
5. Alex McCully, office manager.

Scaggs and Buster reportedly were in the west
end of the building (DEA or Social Security office),
and sustained only minor injuries — their injuries
are unconfirmed however, since no hospital records
can be located. Further, according to some, these
two may not have been ATF agents at all. McCully
was in the elevator on his way out of the building,
Frainey came to work that morning after being on
assignment for two day. Rodin was in the ATF
office.

After the meeting, local media quoted Edye as
sa5dng, "shegot the answers she was looking for."

Edye told The Jubilee, "Yeah, they gave me
answers, I think they were sincere, but I don't think
they knew what the heck was going on that day."
She said the answers she got were, "No that's not
true, that's not true, that's not true." This, she says,
is how they answered her questions. Adding, "I still

feel like there is more to it than that."
The whitewash after the meeting was relentless

and probably reached the pinnacle of nonsense
whenTed Burton,a reporter forKJRH-TV reported,
"Kathy Wilbum (Edye's mother) and Edye Smith
now believe their (the ATF's) survival was the will
of God, not a hunch that something was going to
happen." A statement Edye adamantly denies and
was quite upset about when The Jubilee read it to
her.

While the official explanation of who was in the
building remains firm, the whereabouts of the other
10 agents has not been as consistent.

For example, KWTVs May 23rd 5:00 pm report
quoted ATF agent Harry Eberhardt (who was
across the street at the time of the explosion) as
having this account:
• Two agents were late to work.
• Two planned tocome towork late after"working

late the night before."
• Two were in the courthouse across the street.

(One was Harry Eberhardt.)
• Three agents werein PoncaCitytestifying in an

arson trial.

So, we have 5 in the building and 9 elsewhere,
equaling 14 agents.

Meanwhile, KFOR-TV's May 23rd, 6:00 pm
report says, also quoting Eberhardt:
• One was on his way to work.
• One had worked late and was at home.
• One was testifying in federal court across the

street.

• Three were testif^g inPonca City (arson trial).
That's 5 in the building and 6 elsewhere = 11.

Dave Hall, owner of KPOC-TV in Ponca
City told The Jubilee he was told:
• One was testifying in federal court across the

street.

• Threeagentswerein Newkirk (nearPonca City)
for the arson trial. (Confirmed, he had a
reporter in the courtroom).

• Two agentsattendinga trial in Garfield County.
• Fiveagentswereoffthat day because they were

"on surveillance" the morning of the 19th. (It's
Hall'stheorythat the agentswere surveilling
the Murrah building.)
That's 5 in the building and 11elsewhere = 16.

Edye, and others interviewed, said they arrived
at the bombing site only minutes after the blast(s)
went ofiF and discovered that at least 10ATF agents
(uninjured, and wearing their ATF jackets) were
wandering around, kicking debris, looking for evi-
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dence. But an ATF spokesman says the agents she
saw "probably" came from the federal courthouse
across the street — an explanation that may be
true.

What makes the Smith family so sure the ATF
was tipped off?

Reportedly, a gentleman who worked across the
street from the Murrah Building ran to see if his
wife (who worked in the Murrah Building) was
among the survivors. There he discovered an ATF
agent assisting his wife, who was hurt. The gentle
man asked the unhurt agent, "How did you get out
of there?" And to his surprise the agent rephed, '1
don't know what's going on, I got a page yes
terday and was told not to come to work
today." (A page on his beeper.)

The Jubilee's soiarce is a man who is close friends
with a friend ofthe couple. In other words, there is
one person between the couple and our source. The
source says the gentleman wants to go forward, but
his wife is "scared to death" and she doesn't want
anyone to know who she is. We are told they're an
oldercouple in their 50's.

Edye tells another interesting story about a lady
investigator, Malisa Moore, who called her on April
24th after her explosive question. Moore told Edye,
"You're right about the advance warning for ATF."
She relayed toEdye that herbest friend goes to col
lage with ATF agent Konop's son, Mike Konop.
Mike reportedly told thewhole college class that his
dad was "conveniently" late to work that morning.
He drove by and picked up one or two other ATF
agents and they were all late to work thatmorning.
Edye said she thought the woman was justanother
kook until the ATF told Edye that in fact, Konop
was one of the agents late to work that morning,
and that he does havea sonnamedMike. (Note; We
were unable to contact Moore to confirm Edye's
account.)

Knowing that the ATF had a warnmg doesnt
explain who tipped them off. Perhaps they weren't
tipped off at all. Some theorists say many ofthe
ATF agents knew the attack was coming because
they were involved and were deliberately avoiding
the building. The answer will come when, or if, the
agents go public or when the trail of circumstantial
evidence and bogus ahbis lead to their guilt.

Knowing what we now know about the strong
likelihood of more than one bomb having been
placed inthe Mvirrah Building, it raises aninterest
ing question: Why were the two (or one) ATF agents
working late the night before? (Or were there five
agents "working late" as KPOC-TV suggests?)

Given the possibihty thate3^1osives were strate
gically placed inside the building, could these men
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have worked on that project in the early morning
hours?

So who told Ms. Smith to keep her mouth shut?
According to Edye, several families who had hired
attorneys for a civil suit (not against the ATF) had
hired an investigator tocall onthe ATF tostart ask
ing some questions. The ATF told him to "back off'
and not ask any more questions and to "tell the
family in Oklahoma tostop because they don't know
what the^re dealing with."

The investigator quit.
Of course, no Oklahoma bombing story is com

plete without the government and media working
the mihtia into it somehow. KWTV reported, "Mili
tia groups and conspiracy theorists have spread
reports the ATF office workers were warned to stay
home on April 19th. Edye Smith, whose children
were killed in the bombing, wants to know if the
reports are true." Edye told Th^ Jubilee the militia
had nothing to do with her question, adding that
she gother information elsewhere.

Another good question being asked is: Where
were the top officials from other agencies that day?
KWTV reported that Chiefs oftheDEA, Secret Ser
vice, and Marshall's Service were on annual leave
pla3ring in a Special Ol3nnpics benefit golf tourna
ment that morning. The report said, "all had offices
in the Murrah Building. FBI Chief Bob Ricks was
also in the tournament."

The Smith family and others are calling for a
congressional investigation into the ATF where
abouts, and saythey will continue toinvestigate the
entire tragedy along with thousands of other con
cerned but skeptical Americans.

"As far as I'm concerned I don't have any
thing else to live for, I'm not scared to do any
thing." —Edye Smith

FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS
An historical analysis of the Oklahoma City

Bombing, and who's responsible

If in November of 1963 someone had told the
American people that the CIA had played a role in
the murder of President John F. Kennedy, few
would have believed it at that time. Slightly over
thirty years after theassassination it is hard to find
an informed citizen who does not know of involve
ment by CIA agents in JFK's death. Indeed, the
very records that would show conclusively that a
branch ofgovernment participated in killing a pres
ident of the United States have of necessity been
sealed from pubhc view for the rest of this century.
Arequisite sealing and hiding oftruthifmalevolent
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forces in government were to remain in power.
In analyzing the bombing of the Oklahoma feder

al building, or any other crime for that matter, one
must follow certain guidelines. In the financial
worldthe dictimialways is "follow the money" if one
wants to discover the culprits. In the political world
one must ask "who benefits?" as well as "why?" to
determine those likely to be behind an act. A fur
ther tool in trackingdown those responsible for pre
sent crime is to allow history to serve as a willing
witness. A witness which often provides an unob
structed window into the future.

The paramount threat to the Constitution of t.his
nation is not the United Nations nor some socialist
pipedream ofa "New World Order." The ropethat is
strangling the life and breath out of liberty is held
tightly in Washington by governmental hands
intent upon conducting a police-state lynching of
liberty. This hanging was designed from the very
beginning to snuff out fireedom. A fierce choke-hold
on America that became tighter moments after the
horrendous explosion and senseless loss of life in
Oklahoma City

As a political crime, clearly the bombing in Okla
homa City serves the interest of, and will benefit
solely, those in government wanting more power
over each citizen of this country. And surely, along
with the handful ofguilty Oklahoma City bombers,
every single innocent citizen in the United States
will be punished for the act, by having rights and
fireedoms infiinged as government response to the
event is to legislate new laws which further erode
Constitutional liberties. This erosion of liberty is
totally unnecessary to prevent such fiiture acts, but
completely necessary to construct the mechanisms
needed in fostering what now constitutes the
emerging Federal police state.

It is further evident from this tragic event that
the birth pains of state tyranny will be traumatic
for everyone in America: For the federal agents
ordered to enforce totalitarian rule, for the many
citizens who yet remain its imknowing intended vic
tims, to the unsung heroeswhowill arise in opposi
tion. Champions offreedom will emergefi*om within
the government as well as from citizens at large.
For America does not sleep any longer. Its sons and
daughters, no matter their station and position in
life, have awakened from the slumber that allowed
evil men to corrupt government, the media, and the
country. Citizens, for the first time in this century,
have become acutely aware of the subterfuge and
criminal politics conducted by those in government.
Defilement of the Republic can no longer be hidden
from the view of these modem-day Patrick Henrys;
for the alarm has sounded.

The liberty bell has begun to ring loudly, and
would-be federal tyrants know for whom the bell
tolls. A political rebellion against those in power
and the evil they represent is on-going. Long con
fused, misled, Ued to, and betrayed, the people are
now taking back the government. Piece by piece,
election by election, corrupt politician by corrupt
politician, a transfer ofpower is in progress.

Immense fear and paranoia are rampant in
Washington, D.C. These are desperate times for
men in the halls of Congress, the chambers of the
Senate, the Oval Office of the White House and the
secretdensofpoHce state enforcers. Thedeadly rat
tle of anger coming fi-om the banks of the Potomac
is understandable, for many of these corrupters
have invested their Ufe's work as well as made their
fortunes erecting the serpentine apparatus of con
trol, power, and money that seeks to poison this
Republic with its venom. Such men will stop at
nothing to maintain their grasp upon this country.
Calculating, cold, and desperate, it is an
inescapable conclusion that they will strike at now-
aware citizens while they yet possess the means to
do so. Citizens of this nation must truly beware of
the cursed fangs ofUttle menwithbigpower.

Who Benefits?
Who benefits from the bombing ofthe federal

building? The FBI, government police agencies,
bureaucrats, corrupt politicians, and Bill Clinton.
An angry and horrified public may be seen on night
ly news singing media-orchestrated praises to the
FBI for their quick work in nabbmg the suspected
bomber. This is the same FBI who but one day
before the bombing was the brunt of three long
years of citizen outrage which began with the FBI's
"hostage rescue team" (sic) sniper-killing of Mrs.
Weaver in Idaho as she stood holding an infant in
her arms.

Outrage spread like the Waco church firestorm
after the deaths ofnearly a hundred innocents by
ATF and FBI agents at Mt. Carmel, a place where
tragically the funeral pyre of innocent children was
to reach further towards the heavens than that of
those little ones of Oklahoma City who were to fol
low them. Aplace where, because ofmedia lies, few
tears were shed for those without sin, crime, or
blemish, who were burned beyond recognition.
Meanwhile, the mediawith their own agenda would
later shed crocodile tears for the lesser number of
children killed at Oklahoma City. Both places are
monuments to senseless slaughter and lies
unknown in thiscountry in the twentieth century.

Clearly the corrupt Clinton Administration and
some equally corrupt allies in Congress and law
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enforcement must be rendering heartfelt thanks to
whatever god they worship for the bonanza Okla
homa has brought them. New laws to be passed,
new enemy lists to be created, new heights to be
reached in government sp3dng and intrusion into
the lives of citizens, new budget requests for armed
hack boots far exceeding anything previously justifi
able before the bombing, the FBI rehabilitated after
its drunken orgy of blood and murder in Waco. A
thousand more such police state enforcers for the
FBI will be asked for, and. because of the bombing
—granted by ignorant men in Congress unaware of
the history of state tyranny that the American Rev
olution was fought to end.

The cold black boot of armed mercenaries of the
state will trample upon every nook and cranny of
this nation in search of those who cry out against
injustice, of those brave enough to raise voices of
dissent against a new world order of police, prisons,
and persecution.

Who Really Did The Bombing?
Two Possible Answers:

First, as a condition of reasonable inquiry and for
the sake of fair analysis, let us assume that the gov
ernment had no hand in the actual bombing that
benefits them so much. Second, let it be further
assimied that McVeigh and Nichols are not being
set up by the government or by actual agents ofgov
ernment, but are rather men who took it upon
themselves to commit the act that has brought so
much immediate harm to the people in Oklahoma
and soon will bring harm to the rest of the nation by
increasing the power of the police state. What then
would produce the amount of frustration necessary
to motivate decorated Gulf War veterans to carry
out such an act independent of any government col
lusion?

Two things come to mind: Failure of government
to punish those who killed Mrs. Weaver and her son
at RubyRidge, and failure of government to punish
those in law enforcement who murdered innocent
men, women and children at Waco. Had FBI agent
Larry Potts and those under him been tried and
punishedfor issuing shoot-to-kill orders at Weaver's
cabin instead of receiving governmental immunity,
perhaps McVeigh and his cohortwould not have felt
the need personally to punish the government for
its crimes. Janet Reno, in a statement announcing
the promotion of Potts to the number two position
in the FBI, stated that the butcher of Ruby Creek
and Waco is "the very best the FBI has." The best
for what? Shooting women at their front doors?
Gassing children to death, then burning their bod
ies to prevent pubUc exposure of the crime? Murder,
cover-up, politicalassassination? The best for what?
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Had a grand jury in Waco indicted those who
ordered the tanks in and those who drove them,
along with ATF agents who stormed the church
without a valid warrant, then perhaps McVeigh
would have felt the American system of government
was working and there was no need for him to
become judge, jury and executioner. But because
those in government have placed themselves above
the law by which the rest of America must live,
McVeigh brought the law of the lynch mob to the
government.

When law breaks down, the vigilante is called
forth. Janet Reno, Attorney General, protected the
murderous agents of the ATF and FBI. Bill Clinton,
criminal extraordinaire himself, attempted to
excuse federal conduct to the nation. Millions did
not buy it — McVeigh may have been one of them.
Clinton and Reno are, then, most responsible for the
bombing in Oklahoma City, not because of a con
spiracy, not because of a sinister plot, but simply
because they failed to punish those in government
who did wrong and thereby fostered McVeigh's
belief that the federal government was willing, at
great expense of life, to police everyonebut itself.
Would The Grovemment Do It?

The second possible scenario and one many see
as much more Ukely, is that the bombing was con
ducted by elements within the government itself.
Before the bombing, anti-government public opinion
and militias were sweeping the country. Growing
daily was a tidal wave of resentment against the
corrupt little men in high places. A literal flood of
resistance to Washington racketeering and abuse of
human rights was rushing toward the throne ofcor
ruption on the banks of the Potomac River.

In this view, the Oklahoma bombing is a federal
dam against such pubUc opinion — a dam of dead
bodies designed to hold back the flood of opposition,
to redirect public opinion away from Washington
and against those who oppose the government. Is
this possible? Is it really likely that the government
would do such a thing? Let history answer these
questions, for only by knowing what has been done
by such men in the past can we judge present
events.

A Veritable Litany Of Governmental Deception
What explosion in the dead of night led to a dec

laration of war against Spain? The sinking of the
battleship Maine in Havana harbor with the loss of
260 men was blamed on a Spanish torpedo. The
news media used this incident to manipulate pubhc
opinion in favor of war. Years later the ship was
uncovered from the mud of the harbor revealing
that the explosion had gone off inside the ship in
the forward ammo magazine.
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The U.S. entered WWI after the Lusitania was
sunk by a German U-Boaton the high seas. Ameri
cans were told by the media that the vessel was an
"innocent passenger ship" merely carrying tourists
to Europe. In fact, some 55 years later, the manifest
of the Lusitania was finally made public and
revealed that it was a registered warship commis
sioned in His Majesty's Royal Navy. Under interna
tional lawthe ship was fair gameon the high seas.

The German embassy ran ads in New York
papers urging Americans not to bookpassage on the
ship. The federal government lied to the American
people and said it was only an ocean liner. The news
media used this incident to whip up public senti
ment for America's entry into the war in Europe.
One hundred and sixteen thousand, five hundred
and seventeen American soldiers died in World War
I — a senseless waste of the Hves of a hundred thou
sand young men by sinister forces within the gov
ernment who favored war, made possible in no
small part becauseofthis deception.

What bombing produced an instant declaration
of war on Japan and Germany in 1941? December
7th is truly a day of infamy. But no more for the
Japanese than for President Roosevelt and others in
his administration who knew the "Japs" were on
their way to bomb Pearl Harbor. Their murderous
failure to warn the young men on the ships was
treason. Two thousand, four hundred and three
sailors and army soldiers died in a hail storm of
bombs dropped from Japanese planes. Yet the gov
ernment, in vain attempts to hide its complicity in
the bombing at Pesirl Harbor, has classified as top
secret the document dealing with the months pre
cedingthe bombing and immediatelyafter.

Classified documents dealing with a war that
ended fifty years ago. A huge cache of top-secret
records at the U.S. Navy storage depot at Crane,
Indiana, many of them dealing with the Japanese
attack upon Pearl Harbor, remain hidden from pub
licview. An estimated 28.6 million pages and 4,631
rolls of microfilm remain classified materials from
World War II. Why the fear of releasing the docu
ments? Because many of the World War II genera
tion are yet alive and wouldinstantly become foes of
Washin^on were they tosee thedocuments.

Those documents dealing with the Roosevelt con
spiracy to withhold information obtained through
the breaking of secret Japanese codes, are records
that expose murderously criminal behavior and are
not to be released imtil the next century. Other clas
sified documents currently lying on shelves in the
National Archives are growing older bythe day, fad
ing, but not fading as fast as the generation who
fought the war. AdmiralEjmmel, the commanderat

Pearl Harbor that fateful day, later called Roosevelt
"a damned traitor," and sohe mostcertainly was.

What torpedo attack upon a U.S. ship in "inter
national waters" led to war in Vietnam? The Tbnkin
Gulf resolution was passed immediately after Lyn
don Johnson and others in the federal government
deceived the American people into believing that a
U.S. destroyer wasattacked without provocation by
the North Vietnamese Navy. It was revealed ten
years later that no such attack had occurred. This
deception by the President of the United States led
to the deaths of57,800 men in Viet Nam. The gov
ernment to this day has engaged in a criminal
cover-up of the fact that they left another 2,500 in
bamboo cages as prisoners of war. Would the gov
ernment lie to the American people?Ask a POW.

Finally, newspaper accounts of the arrests of
Egyptians accused of blowing up the World Trade
Center reveal that not only did the FBI have
advance notice of the bombing but, worse, their
informant, a former Egyptian army officer, built the
bomb. Emad Ali Salem infiltrated the anti-Israel
group for the FBI, who asked himif the Egyptians
could build a bomb. Salem told themtheycould not.
The FBI instructed Salem to build a bomb for the
Egyptians, using phony powder. Then the FBI told
Salem to use real explosives. Salem did as he was
told but began secretly to tape his FBI handlers in
their meetings.

Transcripts ofthese recordings were published in
the New York Times in October, 1993. Properly
placed, the bomb would have killed a hundred thou
sand rather thanthesix people it did kill. According
to court documents filed in New York, the FBI had
advance knowledge ofthe bombing. But the decision
was made on orders from the highest levels within
the government to allow it to occur. Why?

Why did the government need a bombing with
great loss of life? Is the Comprehensive Terrorism
Prevention Act of 1995 so important to their police
state plans that they had to try a second time? Was
Oklahoma Citya successful try for the government?

Would anyone but a fool not suspect government
comphcity in the Oklahoma tragedy? Is there any
compelling reason to give government the benefit of
the doubt now? Those who know and study history
can reasonably assume the government was behind
the Oklahoma bombing. Clearly the disaster there
served the interests and purposes of sinister forces
within government who want to pull the rope
tighter around the neck of all of us, left, right and
center. The government cares not one whit about
the pohtics of those it seeks to control, only that
they are controlled. Today they wish to spyon and
violate the rights of those on the right, tomorrow it
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will be the left. The all-seeing eye of the state will
look evenly upon us all.

Finally, the explosion that went off in John
Fitzgerald Kennedys head led to the passage of the
1968 gun control act, even though elements in gov
ernment had performed the assassination. Those
who wish to foist on the American people a new
world order plainly care nothing for the lives of
Americans, whether they are presidents, women
with babies, small boys with dogs, or children at
Waco or Oklahoma City.

Indeed, it seems clear that one can safely state
that publicpolicy by bombingis a long-standing tra
dition of the federal government. Is the Oklahoma
City bombing a break with tradition, or merely old
methods in new places?

Let history judge and reason rule. Blaming the
bombing in Oklahoma City on the militia, or
unnamed "patriots" is an obscenity. For it was, aftei-
all, the taking of lives by government at Ruby Ridge
and Waco that provided the innocent blood that
gave birth to the militia and the associated anti-
govemment feeling currently sweeping the nation.'
It was the absolute terror and shock of watching
black boots from the government kill then kill again
that motivated Americans to awake from their long
peaceful slimiber only to find that a nightmare gov
ernment had metastasized while they slept.

ATF Rehearsed Ryder Explosion
7 Months Before

CNN reported (June 7) that Alcohol, Tobac
co and Firearms (ATF) conducted a "test"
explosion last October on a van similar to
the Ryder truck allegedly used in the Okla
homa bombing. The report says the agency
used "the same kind of explosives, ammoni
um nitrate and fuel oil" in the experiment,
only agents used 1000 pounds of the slow
bum material instead of 4,800 pounds.
The test "proved invaluable" the report
said, invaluable because one of the agents
involved in the testing just 'happened to be
across the street" from the Murrah build
ing on April 19, 1995. "It gave us, very
quickly, an idea of what had occurred,"
Ralph Ostrowski, ATF explosives chief said
CNN's Mark Feldstein called the October
test a 'Sdrtual dry run" of the explosion in
Oklahoma City. Skeptics who believe the
ATF was involved in the fatal blast are
investigating why there were only five of 15
ATF agents in the building the day of the
explosion and if the ATF knew in advance
that the bombing would occur.
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Ruling America was a deadly viral-like plague of
murderers, swindlers, petty tyrants, liars, and
would-be police-state functionaries who had infect
ed government institutions and the establishment
news media to the point that both have become
deadly to the health of the people. A government by
deceit and deception has spawned from the
cesspools of mental degradation known only to the
lowest sorts of humankind. This political Ebola
virus spread rapidly until American citizens began
to eradicate it through grass roots action. The Cen
ter for Disease Control in the political realm has
been American patriots who seek to end the night
mare, not perpetuate it.

The black boots of the pohce state do not operate
in a vacuum, they are directed by pohtical leaders
who are elected. One must keep in mind that there
will always be thousands of low intelligence, high
testosterone brutes who will willingly attack their
fellow citizens for money, perks and a federal pen
sion plan for retirement.

Directing one's anger at these imthinking, state-
supported terrorists is not efficient nor conducive to
correcting the problem. Rather, we must "take out"
the political leaders who send them. Two-thirds of
the senate, along with about 250 or so house mem
bers, and this black plague is not only contained,
but reversed. This can all be done legally by casting
ballots at the polls rather than waiting for the fed
erals to come to your front door. Americans must
beware of those who seek to focus their attention on
the far more numerous but vastly less important
church-door smashers of the ATF and black-booted
back shooters of the FBI, who are, after all, nothing
more than "cannon fodder as good as any."

To control this disease of the American spirit we
must go straight for the command and control cen
ter in Washington. We still have the power to take
back America so long as free elections are held.
Between now and the next national election we
must all arm ourselves with a voter registration slip
and use it Uke a .308 sniper weapon to "tale out" the
infectious bought whores of the new world govern
ment who are now proposing to rule us all with an
Orwelhan iron fist, forever beating us all into sub
mission, while claiming to protect us.

Let it be made clear that those in opposition to
the police state must not become like those they
oppose. It is the government's style to kill innocent
women and children. If we who love freedom
become like the FBI hostage rescue agents, wanton
ly murdering, killing, maiming, and destroying the
lives of innocent citizens, then what difference does
it make who wins this conflict between federal evil
and American good?

Let us all strive mightily to make a difference.
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Explosive Evidence of a Cover-up
by William F. Jasper

The New American August 7,1995

Mysteries in Oklahoma City Bombing
Begin To Unravel

Since his critical analysis of the Oklahoma
City bombing appeared in the June 26th issue of
The NewAmerican ("OKC Bombing; Expert Analy
sis"), Brigadier General Benton K. Partin (USAF,
Ret.) has been a busy man. Besides being inter
viewed on dozens of radio and television programs,
he has traveled to Oklahoma City to examine foren
sic evidence not previously available to him. What
he found there is nothing less than highly explosive.

Photographic evidence, together with architec
tural assessments of the structural integrity of the
remainder of the building after the blast, offer
strong support for the general's conclusion in his
initial analysis that demohtion charges had been
used in addition to the truck bomb.

From the outset of the April 19th blast, General
Partin was convinced there was something fishy
about the official story attributing the devastation
at the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building solely to a
truck bomb. The laws of physics and a lifetime of
experience with explosives and munitions told him
that both the magnitude and the pattern ofdamage
were totally inconsistent with a single bomb, espe
cially one detonated outside of the building on the
street.

"When I first saw the pictures of the truck
bomb's asymmetrical damage to the federal build
ing," Partin said, "my immediate reaction was that
the pattern of damage would have been technically
impossible without supplementing demolition
charges at some of the reinforced concrete column
bases, a standard demolition technique."

Wa S® m

Aerial view of bombed-out Alfred P. Murrah Federal Build
ing provides reference point for Genera! Partln's "tab 2"

diagram of building damage (next page).

Appeal for Action
In a letter which he personally delivered to the

Capitol offices of 56 members of Congress on May
18th, the general, one of our nation's premiere
munitions and explosives experts, detailed some of
the many problems with the official version of the
bombing and appealed for action to delay the
demolition of the building so that vital evidence
would not be destroyed. "A careful examination of
the collapsed column bases would readily reveal a
failure mode produced by a demohtion charge," he
wrote. "This evidence would be so critical, a sepa
rate and independent assessment should be made
before a building demolition team destroys the evi
dence forever."

Unfortunately, that appeal could not stop the
rush to judgement; the building was demolished
five days later, on May 23rd. By the time General
Partin arrived in Oklahoma City, all that
remained at the Murrah Building site was a
mound ofdirt and the stumps of the building's four
corner columns. The thousands of tons of the
building's rubble — the primary forensic evidence
in this "deadliest terrorist attack ever on American
soil" — had been buried in a landfill outside of
town. That, however, did not prevent Partin from
examining hundreds of photographs that had been
taken of the crime scene in the various stages of
the cleanup after the blast. The photographs, he
told The New American, provide more than suffi
cient evidence to sustain his earlier misgivings
about the case. They provide, says the general,
undeniable proof that demolition charges had been
used on four of the building's columns and that
these, not the truck bomb, caused the massive
structural damage on April 19th.

General Partin released this new evidence on
July 13th in a 23-page report entitled "Bomb Dam
age AnalysisofAlfi-ed P. Murrah Federal Building,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma." The report includes
five 8-1/2 X 11" color photographs and a detailed
diagram illustrating the potential blast impact of
the truck bomb on the damaged building.

Notwithstanding the fact that it has been com
pletely ignored by the Establishment media, the
general's report presents a very compelling case,
the nature of the evidence and the cogency of his
analysis, combined with his professional stature
and distinguished career, make the general's
charges difficult to dismiss. General Partin's 31
years of active service in the Air Force include
intensive research, design, testing, and manage
ment of weapons development at all levels and
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testing of all types of explosives. He commanded
the Air Force Armament Technology Laboratory
and was chairman of the joint services committee
responsible for harmonization of air munitions
requirements for the Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Marine Corps. General Partin was a Command
Pilot and Command Missileman. He is a recipient
of the Distinguished Service Medal and was thrice
awarded the Legion of Merit.

In a diagram he made of the Murrah Building
to accompany his May 18th letter to Congress Gen
eral Partin had shown the damage due to the col
lapse of the reinforced concrete colunms. The dia-
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so, the official scenario faced daunting inconsisten
cies and contradictions. "The total incompatibility
with a single truck bomb," he wrote, "lies in the
fact that either some of the columns collapsed that
should not have collapsed or some of the columns
are still standing that should have collapsed and
did not." Indeed, it defies not only physics but com
mon sense to suggest that a bomb blast would
cause larger, stronger columns to collapse while
not affecting smaller columns, or that it would
leave standing columns that are closer and take
out identical columns that are farther away.

i)
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JDo You Believe In
Magic?
Additional informa

tion now makes the
general's already
compelling case
against the official
explosion scenario
even more convinc

ing. "The truck bomb
was not in front of
column A3 as I had
originally shown in
my diagram," Partin
has told The New
American, "but
instead, as the crater
shows, about 15 feet
out from columns A4
and A5. This means

"That the damage was
even more asymmetrical, more at odds with the
truck bomb explanation than I had originally stat
ed. It means that column B4, which did not come
down, would have received about 40% more
impulse from the truck bomb's blast than B3,
which did come down. If any columns were going
to come down in the B row it would have been
columns B4 and B5. You don't have to go any far
ther than that to know that you had a demolition
charge on column B3 — unless you believe in
magic."

But "magic" aplenty there was — if the reigning
scenarists are to be believed. "If you look at those
B row columns," says Partin, "you can see that
they still have furring strips and sheetrock on
them. Down on the first and second floors some of
the sheetrock and furring strips have been
knocked off by the blast, but you see absolutely no
spalling to those columns. You can see they were

The concentric rings radiating out from the bombshow the roughly equal levelsof damage
potential and the rapid dissipation ofthe blast wave pressure as itmoves out from thesource.

gram showed that in the first row of columns fac
ing the street where the truck bomb was parked
(row A), seven columns (A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7,
A8) collapsed, while in Row B only column B3
failed. Unlike rows B and C, where all eleven
columns ran from the ground floor to the top of the
building, in row A the bases of the even numbered
columns stood on a heavy reinforced concrete
header — or horizontal transfer beam — which
was supported at the third floor by the much larg
er odd-numbered columns.

Reflecting the information publicly available at
the time, and the official story that the truck bomb
had been responsible for the building collapse,
General Partin's original diagram placed the truck
bomb in front of column A3, which allowed for the
maximum penetration of the blast toward the
failed B3 column and gave the greatest possible
benefit of the doubt to the official scenario. Even
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not even chipped or scratched. Now, you can't have
the blastreaching clear in to column B3 andbring
ing down that heavy reinforced column and at the
same time not even blowing offthe light sheetrock
covering from the adjacent B4 column, lb suggest
otherwise is ludicrous."

Moreover, he observes, if the blast from the
truck bomb were responsible for collapsing the
support columns, one would expect the columns
and header to be blown inward. But that is not the
case. "The header and the A row columns went
straight down; they were not blown into the build-
ing, says Partin. "Column B3 also went straight

According to General Partin, very little of the
structural damage sustained on April 19th was
actually caused by the truck bomb. He re-empha
sizes a crucial point that he has stressed many
times before and that he believes most people fail
to grasp: Blast through air is a terribly inefficient
couphng mechanism against heavy reinforced con
crete beams and columns; blast impulse —and its
potential for damage — drops dramatically when
traveling through air, initially falling off more
rapidly than an inverse function of the distance
cubed. Even though the Oklahoma City truck

bomb made an enormous impulse
wave, it is wrong, he says, to be

|S impressed and to attribute a
force to that explosion which it

"Using the official estimate
usually cited for the amount of
explosive in the truck bomb —4,800
pounds — would yield a sphere of

|HPP !• ammonium nitrate about 4-1/2 feet
in diameter with a pressure of
explosion of about 1/2 million

Bin Id square inch at detona-HHtlf WjH tion and that's a bit generous,"
says the general. "But by the time
the blast wave travels through the

jjjPHH H| air to the nearest of the columns in
g||||||||M the Arow (A5) it dropped off to

about 375 pounds of pressure per
square inch, and by the time it
reaches the nearest B row columns
it's down in the range of 27 to 38

H [pounds per square inch]. And out
• at column A7 it's down around 25 to
B 35 pounds per square inch. The

yield strength of concrete is around
HHipl * 3,500 pounds per square inch, and

>; yet we're supposed to believe that
this large, reinforced concrete col-

' •" v-ifi &omg to be brought down byto 35 pounds of pressure? It's
I • absurd."

The partially cleaned up structure in "Tab 4" ofPartin report shows that the
failure line across the roof goes all the way tothe ground except around
columns B4 and 85, where large areas of the 2nd and 3rd floors (labeled
The Pit" here and in "Tab 2"diagram) were taken outby thetruck blast.
Most of the sheetrock on column B4 is still intact, although B3 failed.

down. This is consistent with demolition charges." out that in
Indeed, we saw the same kind of straight-down col- one can plai

Jc^Tafounr AddedEvidence
oors (labeled However, as persuasive as
e truck blast. this evidence may be, there is still
|h 83 failed. [much more. General Partin points
out that in most photos of the Murrah Building
one can plainly see column A9 still standing with

1 1- J.V 1 .1 T OL/ili BtttllUiliy wicnlapse when the building was imploded on May the header beam broken off before AS, leaving a
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cantilever of almost 20 feet. The collapse of column columns. The steel reinforced rods stick out
A7 left a cantilever of 40 feet {20 feet from A7 to exposed for about three feet.
A8, plus 20 feet from A8 to A9); when the floors
above came down they snapped off the cantilever Inside Access i „
near A8 between AS and A9. The end of the can- In his May 18th letter to Congress and mhis
tilevered concrete header is rough and jagged, con- earlier interview with The New American General
sonant with breakage due to the downward force of Partin pointed out that it would not have been dit-
the tons of falling debris. The photographic evi- ficult to place explosive charges atthe bases of the
dence however, shows that at the juncture of the columns in row Asince that row is accessible from
fallen beams near column A7 there is a failure that the street. However, as we have seen, the charges
is smooth and rounded, what Partin says is unmis- were not placed at the column bases, but at the
takably the work of "a high-energy explosive in juncture of the odd-numbered Acolumns and the
contact with that structural mem-| —^

The photos show that the thick i j
concrete header beam (about 3feet •VV I J
by 5feet) came down in three 40- 11^ P
foot sections, with the same kind of
failures at its junction with A3, A5,A7, and, as previously mentioned, a ^
broke off near AS. Anyone familiar ,

ly^that these were failures caused
by contact explosive charges" and
not structural fractures due to the

collapse the columns — and, as we
have seen, it was not — the frac- ;
tures would be jagged, like the end ^
of the cantilevered header. But . "-ZL
they are not. General Partin ^explains: "When a high-energy ^ '
explosive charge is detonated in v ? ^
contact with a reinforced concrete V
structure, the wave of deformation
travels through the concrete, pul- —V ,
verizing it and turning it to sand, ' wSf ^
stripping it away from the steel
reinforcement bars. That's what we ^ ^ ^
see here in each of these cases, at k.„ " ' 4,^-j,- ^"SiS- *
the junctures of the header and ^ ^ \ | \ ^ ^ •«. t* •
columns A3, A5, and A7, and at B3. fracture of the cantilevered header
The failures are relatively clean ^eam is clearly visible, as are undamaged decorative grooves on header and column

1 1-1. _i • 1 J VviT • - • ^1- j kAva /<nnti>acte chamlu with thp rf>lative1v

o

^ 1

AS. The beam's jagged fracture seen here contrasts sharply with the relatively
smooth failure apparently caused by demolition charge atA7 (se6 Tab 8.")

and smooth, obviously produced by as. The beam's
explosives in contact with the junc- smooth failm
tures."

At each of the junctures the concrete has been
turned to sand — extending along the header
about two feet on either side of the juncture, and a
foot to a foot-and-a-half below the juncture on the

header. This means they were not placed at the
street level — which could have been done from
the outside — but on the third floor. Which means
the bomber(s) had to have access to the inside of
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the building.
This, of course, casts a whole new light on the

bombing. And a veiy disturbing and sinister light
at that, since it implies an "inside job," and makes
it very difficult to pin the blame solely on the indi-
vidual, or individuals, who positioned the truck

ever, it is no more ofa reach than we have wit
nessed in the pathetic attempts by portside pohti-
cos,^ editorialists, and reporters to confect a gigan
tic "right-wing" conspiracy to blame for the nefari
ous act.

The tendency by some on the right to lean onIthe trigger before clearing leather is
more than matched by the penchant
of those on the left reflexively to
reject out of hand any and all evi
dence — no matter how solid —
which conflicts with the official line
that a single truck bomb planted by
vicious right-wing extremists was
responsible for the devastating
explosion. Unfortunately, Clinton-
istas are not the only ones afflicted
with this bias; "respectable" Repub
licans and "acceptable" conserva
tives also have been preconditioned
to spout the line and to dismiss as
dangerous and wacky any evidence
pointing toward explosives inside
the building or the possible involve-

?^dl agents in the
However, Partin cannot be written
offas a mihtia misfit or a UFO nut
case, and the evidence he marshals
stands on its own strength. Further-

. .....,^1111^ more, other credible authorities
endorse his thesis.

f ^ ^ Corroborating Opinions
the explosives experts inter-

.dmgrmA viewed by The New American who
•. j I subscribe to General Partin's analy-

sis are professional civilian demoli-
" J tionists, scientists, and bomb spe-

The stub of column B3, which was completely removed In "Tab 4"Is visible ^ho currently serve, or pre-

7""-

. At

individuals who had normal access to the building.
You just don t walk in off the street through secu

rity with explosives like this," Partin says.
This doesn't mean, ipso facto, as some overzeal-

ous cntics have charged, that the FBI, ATF, DEA,
Janet Reno, Bill Chnton, Louis Freeh, or any other
similarly high officials planned and perpetrated
this atrocity Such conclusions reach beyond the
scope ofthe evidence available at this time. How-

X > - H4VX1 ow ycdia

expenence m explosives, told us the Partin letter
"states in very precise technical terms what eveiy-
one in this business knows: No truck bomb of
ANFO [ammonium nitrate fuel oil] out in the open
is going to cause the kind ofdamage we had there"
in Oklahoma City. "In 30 years of blasting, usins
everything from 100 percent nitrogel to ANFO I've
not seen anything to support that stoiy."

Gronning notes that he recently detonated an



ANFO charge more than three times the size of
the one reportedly responsible for the Oklahoma
destruction. "I set off 16,000 pounds ofANFO and
was standing upright just 1,000 feet away from the
blast." and even a bomb that size would not have
caused the destruction experienced in the April
19th explosion, he said.

Dr. Rodger Raubach, who took his PhD in physi
cal chemistry and served onthe research faculty at
Stanford University, says, "General
Partin's assessment is absolutely
correct. 1 don't care if they pulled
up a semi-trailer truckwith 20tons
of ammonium nitrate; it wouldn t 0
do the damage we saw there." ^

Raubach, who is the technical J/
director of a chemical company,
explained to The New American
that "the detonation velocity of the r
shock wave from an ANFO explo-
sion is on the order of 3,500 meters ^
per second. In comparison, military ^
explosives generally have detona- V
tion velocities that hit 7,000 to
8,000-plus meters per second. 'fLi#-,;
Things like TNT have a detonation '
velocity of about 7,100 meters per j ( , , ,,
second. The most energetic single- ,
component explosive of this type, ^
C-4 or RDX, is about 8,000 meters
per second and above. You don't '•
start doing big-time damage to
heavy structures until you get into
those ranges, which is why the mil- ^
itary uses those explosives." .

'•fS-
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used to collapse the U.S. Marine barracks and the
U.S. embassy.

Responding to these critics, General Partin
observed that it is not surprising that even many
people with a professional knowledge of explosives
might be unduly impressed with the size and
explosive wallop of the bomb and fail to reckon
with the fundamental laws of physics. "Yes, this
was a big bomb with a big blast, agreed General

- issr

Dramatic Drop-Off *' - ^ -
Several qualified experts we

interviewed, however, took issue
with the general's assessment. Jim
Redyke, a demolition expert from
Tulsa, Oklahoma, has imploded
hundreds of buildings and was a
consultant at the Oklahoma City shows 1
bomb site. Redyke told The New ground column
American that "this was consistent men are stan^
with the kind of damage [one
would expect] from this size of!
bomb."

An Army Special Forces officer with explosives
experience seconded this opinion, mentioning that
nearly identical damage was done in the two 1983
Lebanon incidents, in which truck bombs were

;rJl

. • -yifv ' '
"Tab 7" shows the localized damage tothe header atcolumn A5, the closest
around column to the truck bomb crater. The end of the beam on which the

men are standing shows evidence of a demolition charge at itsjuncture
with column A5. Several feet ofthe beam juncture appear to have been

pulverized away and the ends jammed together in the collapse.
Partin. "But most people fail to appreciate how

Lth explosives inefficient a blast is in air and how dramatically
intioning that its destructive potential drops off just a few feet
the two 1983 from theexplosion. IntheLebanon barracks bomb-
bombs were ing, the truck was driven directly under the build-
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ing so that the explosion had maximum effective
ness against a much lower building with much
smaller columns."

Demolitionists, Partin pointed out, rarely deal
with the size of explosive charge used in the Okla
homa City truck bomb. "They use a couple hun-

get, the blast wave quickly drops from nearly a
million pounds per square inch to hundreds of
pounds per square inch. It still makes an impres
sive boom, but has very little effecton heavy rein
forced concrete.

It was this fact of physics which occupied much
lof Partin's attention in weapons

! development for the U.S. Armed
Forces and made him an untiring

?l I I 'J crusader for the development and
1^1 I jK deployment of precision-guided

j" "Bf • fi munitions. General Partin cites
P 1"^ - V. accounts of the many laboratory and

^ ^ m field tests he ran using large-yield
J bombs on numerous structures and

targets. That experience, he says,
JpUg together with all the known history

modern warfare shows that
bombs can detonate close to a hard
structure without causing severe
destruction.

" One argument offered by a national-
' ly prominent demolition expert we

£ interviewed who disagreed with the
001 £ { multiple explosion thesis turned out

to provide not only an interesting
*. .. insight into human psychology, but

a strong (though unintended) affir-
sorts, for the general's

position. "But if there were [explo-
sive] charges planted inside the
building, that would indicate com-
plicity by [agents of) the govern-
ment," he commented, "and I just

I can't believe that." The New Ameri-
I CAN received a similar remark from
I another explosives specialist, indi-
I eating that when it comes to con-

fronting unpleasant realities, even
some who are accustomed to dealing

ncture of with "just the facts" may allow emo-
•ge evidence tions to lead.

'3M

a

"X-

"Tab 8" shows the localized demolition damage at the juncture of
column A7 and the header. The same telltale demolitioncharge evidence
is clear. The straight edge of the decorative groove at the juncture can

be seen on both the column and the header.
ICompotmdingEvidence

An inside bombing is consistent not only with
the aforementioned evidence and explosives expe
rience, but with other facts in the case as well.
"You probably recall seeing the broadcast (on April
19th] in which a reporter from Channel 4 televi
sion in Oklahoma City is interviewing an official
after the blast who is explaining that a bomb
squad has just defused one undetonated bomb and
is in the process of disarming another," says Gen-

dred pounds of explosive that may be distributed
among dozens — or hundreds — of small charges
detonating microseconds or milliseconds apart."
Those charges placed directly on, or in, a structure,
"propagate a wave of deformation of nearly a mil
lion pounds per square inch that pulverizes con
crete, which has a yield strength of only about
3,500 pounds per square inch." But if you put just
a few feet of air between the explosive and the tar-
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eral Partin. Yes, we do recall, as do millions of oth
ers, no doubt. And we have it on videotape. Subse
quent "official" statements explained that what
had actually been discovered turned out to be ATF
"training aids." To General Partin, such explana
tions are cut from the same deceptive cloth as the
official scenarios which are being used to obfuscate
and contradict the plain facts of this horrendous
crime. The "dummy bomb" reports, he says,
"impute either the highest stupidity to the bomb
technicians — since training aids are always clear
ly labeled as such — or gross, gross incompetence
on the part of the ATF for not marking the devices
as 'training aids' in the first place."

Yet another significant piece of evidence against
the "single truck bomb" theory is the structural
integrity of the remainder of the building after the
explosion. A single bomb blast large enough to
cause the destruction we saw there would also
cause considerable structural damage to the rest of
the building. That, however, was not the case.
Architects and structural engineers involved with
the building told The New American that emotion
al and political factors, not technical and safety fac
tors, guided the decision to demoUsh the building.

Architect Ed Kirkpatrick arrived at the Murrah
Building shortly after the April 19th explosion and
was one of the main structural safety consultants
in the early phases of the rescue effort. Most of the
building was, in his opinion, structurally sound
and worth restoring. "I thought they were much
too hasty in bringing it down," he told The New
American. Jim Loftis, the architect who designed
the award-winning building, also agreed that the
structure was sound and could be restored. "I
think technologically we could have removed the
damaged part of the building and rebuilt it, and I
was for that," he said in an interview with The
New American. "But I've come to see that emotion
ally it might not have worked; it might be too diffi
cult for the employees to work again at the same
building."

The structural integrity of the Murrah Building
after the blast buttresses the evidence that explo
sives other than the truck bomb were involved in
this crime. It is consistent with the use of demoli
tion charges which produce very precise, localized
damage. It also points to the conclusion that the
decision to destroy the building was based on polit
ical considerations, not on professional, technical
expertise. Demolition of the building was not
essential to "public safety," as the politicians
alleged.
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Demolition, especially a very hurried demoli
tion, was essential though to bury the evidence.
General Partin visited the BFI Waste Systems
landfill outside Oklahoma City recently where the
Murrah Building rubble was taken. He had origi
nally thought that the materials would have been
laid out for investigation, as one would expect in a
case of this importance, involving such great loss
of Ufe and such serious national security implica
tions. Far from it. Although much of the debris
was initially deposited on the parking lot £ind the
grounds of the Oklahoma County Sheriffs Depart
ment Training Center for examination, it is now
buried. The landfill is surrounded by a chain link
fence and, when the general visited the site, was
guarded by security personnel. "This," says Gener
al Partin, "is a classic cover-up of immense propor
tions."

Considering the enormity of the crime commit
ted, the rancorous pohtical debate and furious leg
islative activity it has produced, and the extensive
media coverage that has been lavished on some of
the most trivial minutiae of this case, the near
total blackout of General Partin's highly credible
analysis is nothing short of amazing. The same
media jackals who, in the wake of Oklahoma City,
have swarmed all over rural American communi
ties in desperate search of right-wing bogeymen to
fit their perfervid preconceptions, cannot be both
ered by common sense, facts, and soHd evidence.

It may be that the general's assessment will be
proven to be way off; perhaps other equally quali
fied experts will be found to adequately answer the
critical objections he raises. If that is the case, so
be it. So far, however, the prostitute press and
pusillanimous politicians have sought to stifle his
persuasive arguments with stonewalled silence.
And, ignoring his compelling evidence, they contin
ue cynically to exploit the fears they have fanned
since the Oklahoma bombing to push so-called
"anti-terrorist" legislation that seriously threatens
the liberty of all Americans.

Yes, "cover-up" and "burying the evidence" have
taken on new meaning since Oklahoma City. And
for all the righteous blather about "bringing to jus
tice" those responsible for this heinous act, so far
there appears to be no one in Congress, the gov
ernment, or the major media with the courage,
integrity, and resolve to take the risks involved in
assuring that true justice is not trampled and that
the real criminals do not get away — literally —
with murder.
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The Oklahoma City Tragedy:
hnplications For Free Speech, Political

Dissent, and Liberty in America
by Donald S. McAlvany

Prior to the Oklahoma City bombing, the Presi
dent's fortimes were pliunmeting. His popularity in
the polls was down and falling. In the Tuesday
night before the bombing (April 18, 1995), only one
of the four major TV networks would carry his
national address to the nation. And prior to the
bombing, investigators in the Whitewater scandal
were breathing down Bill and Hillary Clinton's
necks. NBC Nightly News on Saturday, April 22
had a brief mention that Whitewater prosecutor
Starr had visited the White House and taken sworn
testimony from the Clintons, presumably related to
the alleged bank fraud involving Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan. It is widely rumored in Washing
ton that federal bank fraud indictments were being
prepared against Hillary Clinton prior to Oklahoma
City.

The timing of the Oklahoma City tragedy
appears to have been very fortuitous to a previously
floundering president who has since risen sharply
in the polls (i.e., the media, via a CNN/?75A
7bo?ay/Gallup Poll tells us that 84% of the public
approve of Clinton's masterful handling of the crisis
and that his overall approval rating rose from about
48% prior to the bombing to 58% after the blast)
and whose re-election chances have risen dramati
cally. [Ed. Note: They don't call Clinton "the come
back kid" for nothing. Like most presidents and
world leaders, he appears to have learned that wars
and other crises can be used to the advantage of the
incumbents. On the other hand, on May 17, 1995,
the U.S. Senate voted 96 to 3 to go forward with a
Whitewater investigation.]

Purveyors of Hate and Division
Since the Oklahoma City bombing, President

Clinton has launched a broadside attack on his arch
political enemies - the entire political right in
America urging all Americans to "speak out against
inflammatory rhetoric and against those who
spread hate." [Ed. Note: Translation: against anti-
liberal, anti-Clinton, free-speech and conservatives
who are critical of him and his policies.] On Monday,
April 24, 1995, 5 days after the bombing, Clinton
denounced the "loud and angry voices that inflame
the public debate" and encouraged the American
people to turn against "the purveyors of hatred and
division."

Attacking talk radio (which is by-and-large
unfriendly to the President), Clinton said the

nation's airwaves are being used to "keep some peo
ple as paranoid as possible and the rest of us all
torn up and upset with each other. They spread
hate, they leave the impression that violence is
acceptable ... Those of us who do not agree with the
purveyors of hatred and division, with the promot
ers of paranoia ... it is time we all stood up and
spoke against that kind of reckless speech and
behavior. When they talk of hatred, we must stand
against them. When they talk of violence, we must
stand against them When they say things that are
irresponsible, we must call them on it." (As quoted
in The Wall Street Journal April 25,1995.)

After the President's remarks (in Minneapolis)
suggesting, according to the Albuquerque Journal
"that there is a link between the Oklahoma City
bombing and harsh conservative attacks on govern
ment," Rush Limbaugh responded that "the liber
als, led by Clinton, were trying to foment a national
hysteria against the conservative movement...
Make no mistake about it; liberals intend to use this
tragedy for their own political gain." Limbaugh
blamed "many in mainstream media for irresponsi
ble attempts to categorize and demonize those who
had nothing to do with this ... there is absolutelyno
connection between these nuts and mainstream
conservatism in America today." [Ed. Note: This
writer strongly agrees with Limbaugh.]

On May 1, President Clinton denounced "armed
fanatics who challenge federal authority while pro
fessing to love America. People who say 'I love my
country but I hate my government — who do these
people think they are, saying their government has
stamped out human freedom." (From The Denver
Post, May 2,1995) [Ed. Note: Those people who fear
their government and believe it is stamping out
freedom are about 52% of the American public,
according to recent polls.]

On May 6,1995, the Albuquerque Journal wrote:
"In his most vehement and direct attack on volun
teer miUtia groups since the Oklahoma City bomb
ing, President Clinton on Friday (speaking at Michi
gan State University) denounced them as false
patriots, declaring 'there is nothing patriotic about
hating your government or pretending you can hate
your government but love your country...

" 'How dare you suggest that we in the freest
nation on earth live in tyranny? How d^e you call
yourself patriots and heroes? If you appropriate our
sacred symbols for paranoid purposes and compare
yourselves to colonial militias who fought for democ
racy you now rail against, you are wrong.' Clinton
aides said the President's remarks were not just
directed at militias, but at a larger group that is
being drawn into a growing culture of anti-govem-
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ment violence, reinforced byvituperative radio pro
grams." [Ed. Note: Question: Is the above anexam
ple of"inflammatoiy rhetoric?"]

Clinton Creates A Backlash — Commenting on
Clinton's post-bombing rhetoric, New York Times
columnist WilHam Safire wrote (April 28, 1995):
"Unable to restrain himself from treating the
tragedy as a political opportunity, the president
launched into a diatribe against the radio talk show
hosts who have deviled him... The impression CUn-
tpn left, by his very words, was that the Oklahoma
bombing had been incited by words 'regularly said
over the airwaves' byhis political critics." Clinton's
attacks, Safire wrote: "were calculated to associ
ate the bombing and the national revulsion
that followed it, with what has been said 'over
the airwaves.*" That means talk radio.

'It's a bimi rap. The terrorist ringthat struck m
Oklahoma City was no more incited by talk radio
than the assassin ofKennedy was the product of a
climate ofright-wing resentment in Dallas (as was
charged at the time) ... Thie phrase 'promoters of
paranoia' exhibits a gleeful lust for rhetorical com
bat with the broadcasters. It fits into the White
House strategy of applying the word 'eirtrem-
ist* to proponents of policies that differ from
Clinton's. -

"The President was not criticizing Hollywood
movie makers who punctuate eachchase with spec
tacular explosions, or who perpetrate theories that
the government conspired to kill Kennedy and
cover it up. Instead, the President was clearly aim
ing siippressing fire at right wing radio talk show
hosts. In the presence of tragedy, to impute a por
tion ofresponsibility to angry airwaves as 'promot
ers of paranoia' isa form of extremism thata presi
dentshould avoid." ^

Denver talk show host and columnist Mike
Rosen recently wrote in The Denver Post: "Clinton
perceived an opportunity to stigmatize his main
stream conservative critics by linking them to the
Oklahoma City bombers. Clinton's denouncement
was shallow and self-serving. Criticism — even
intense criticism — is not s3^on3nnous with hate.
Criticism is the lifeblood of a firee society. It is why
we have a First Amendment.

"lb liberalslike Clinton, it's 'validcriticism' when
a liberal attacks a conservative, but 'hate' when a
conservative criticizes a liberal... To hear Bill Clin
ton tell it, people could be trusted tothink for them
selves when liberals had a monopoly on the media.
Now that conservatives have a beachhead on talk
radio, those who agree with them are portrayed as
mindless automatons."
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Columnist Tony Snow, writing in The Denver
Post (April 27, 1995) about Clinton's politicizing of
the tragedy at the funeral service for blast victims,
said: "The Elmer Gantry of the Me Generation
spoiled everything by turning dead children into
political props. He committed the gaffe in a funeral
service, ofall places, when he used a eulogy to ask
Americans to 'purge the dark forces surrounding
us.'

"He later explained that he was talking about
the 'loud and angry voices ofparanoia that spread
hate and violence' — an obvious allusion to the
American right wing. Think about it! The President
did not blame McVeigh. Instead, he treated the

as a leading social indicator and implied
that thereal culprits in theOklahoma City tragedy
were an undefined mass of 'them' — gun owners,
talk radio hosts, conservatives and other dissenter-
devils ofvarious sorts.

"He then proposed a 'cure' for the imagined
trend: Have Congress redefine terrorism in terms
broad enough to include eve^hing from fighting
words to the ownership of things that in combina
tionmightbe usedforevil ends.

"The Oklahoma blast enabled the President to
combine his two favorite replies to last years elec
tions —that his opponents are evil and he alone
can save the children. But timing is everything, ^d
the President's latest attack gave evenopportunism
a bad name. The White House's consistent refer
ences to the children, coupled with reporters' ghoul
ish insistence on trying to top eachother's eloquent
description of playroom carnage amoimts to politi
cal kinder pom.

"The President also proved that his word means
nothing. OnThursday he cautioned against stereo-
t3rping. On Monday, he lumped his opponents in
with the addlepated McVeigh —and encouraged
wide-ranging recriminations. Grief does things like
that to a man. So it nowfalls to the gentle American
people to console Bill Clinton and teach him the
proper way to mourn —not with vengeance or
spite, but with tears and prayers for the living and
the dead."

Indicting All Conservatives
It is not just those conservative white men who

dress up in military fatigues who fear the federal
government. In a USA Today /CNN/Gallop poll
released April 27,1995, thequestion was asked: "Is
the federal government so large and powerful that
it poses animmediate threat to the rights and fi:ee-
doms of ordinary citizens?" Forty percent of the
public, representing 106 million people, said yes. As
Gary Bauer, president of the Family Research
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Council said: "I doubt if there has been any time in
our 220-year history when four out of ten Ameri
cans would see our government as a threat."

The Rocky Mountain News (April 27, 1995)
wrote: "In the wake of the Oklahoma City bombing,
the Gallup Poll found that Americans worried that
the federal government poses an immediate threat
to their hberties don't fit the stereotype of those in
the militia movement. In fact, the Gallup survey
found just the opposite. Gallup found more women
than men, more blacks than whites, and more
Democrats than Republicans who say they are wor
ried the federal government might threaten their
liberties."

Gallup found 39% of Americans surveyed
believed the federal government was a threat to the
rights and freedoms of ordinary citizens. Gallup
found agreement about a government threat: By
41% of women and 35% of men; by 37% of whites
and 54% of non-whites; by 39% of self-described con
servatives and 42% of self-identified liberals; by
34% of those who considered themselves Republi
cans, 39% of Democrats, and 42% of independents.

Those not trusting the government in various
regions of the country were 41% in the South'; 38%
in the Midwest, 37% in the East, and 36% in the
West (i.e., pretty evenly distributed across the coun
try). The survey also found that 19% think "That
ordinary citizens should be allowed to buy firearms
and organize to resist the powers of the federal gov
ernment." That is incredible — unprecedented in
U.S. history. Over 50 million Americans say, accord
ing to Gallup, that they would use arms "to resist
the powers of the federal government."

The Establishment media went into apoplexy
over these polls, so CNN retook the poll, asking the.
same question but leaving out the word "immedi
ate." The second time around, in the CNN poll pub
lished on May 16, 1995, 52% of respondents said
they did not trust the government.

In light of these polls, it would seem that the
Clintonites and the liberal media are pursuing a
very unwise (and perhaps even dangerous) course to
attack (in the media at the moment) the conserva
tive movement. Constitutit)nalists, pro-lifers, the
Christian right, and anyone who opposes, disagrees
with or criticizes the government. These polls would
seem to indicate that opposition to the goverrmient
is far larger than the 50 to 100,000 militia members
which the Clintonites and media are presently tar
geting, and is not just restricted to the political
right or ft-ustrated white males. Are the Clintonites
trying to provoke a confrontation, as they did at
Ruby Ridge and Waco, only this time much larger?

Attacking Iblk Radio
Bill Clinton and the Establishment media have

picked a fight with the talk radio industry (wWch
has become the equivalent to the "American liawn
Meetings" of the 1990s), and so far it appears to
have backfired, with talk radio having won the first
round. Thousands of irate Usteners have been call
ing in to hundreds of talk shows across the country
[Ed. Note: There are 3,200 talk shows across the
country with half devoted to public pohcy issues] to
decry Clinton's attacks on freedom of speech, on
talk radio, and his "guilt by association" linkage of
talk radio to the Oklahoma City bombing. Clinton
attacked "people who use the airways to spread
hate and violence."

Rush Limbaugh told listeners: "Liberals intend
to use this tragedy for their own gain. The Clinton
attacks will have a chilling effect on the debate of
ideas. We have been talking about the role of gov
ernment since the founding of this country 200
years ago. I'm here to tell you it is irresponsible and
vacuous to suggest this 200-year-old debate caused
this tragedy."

Commenting on the present ft-enzy of the main
line media, Limbaugh said: "You want a real recipe
for hate? You take an elite group losing its monopoly
as your opinion leader: columnists at the major
newspapers, anchors at the major networks,
reporters on magazines and so forth. Add to that a
new medium (including me) that's cutting into their
influence. You blend, that with a national shift in
the country ft*om left to center. Then you wait for a
monstrous tragedy to inflame it, and you keep it
cooking as long as you can."

[Ed. Note: Ifen to 15 years ago the mainline liber
al media had a monopoly which controlled 98% of
the information flowing to Americans. Today they
probably control no more than 50-55% of the infor
mation reaching the public. That's a massive dilu
tion of the power and influence of the mainline
media. The balance of the information comes fi-om
the alternate media — including talk radio, which
reaches 30-40 million people per week in America.
Hence, the Establishment's power over, and ability
to manipulate the people has diminished by almost
50% over the past decade or so, and therein lies the
Establishment's problem. The genie is out -of the
bottle — and with fax networks, E-mail, computer
bulletin boards, newsletters and talk radio, the
Establishment will never get it back in. Hence,
about half of the American people remain brain
washed and as dumb as ever, and about half ate
beginning to wake up and may eventually become
part of a very potent resistance to government
encroachments on their ft-eedoms.l
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Attacking the Conspiracy Theorists
High on the Chntonites' and the Establishment

media's hit list (or is it hate list?) are people who
talk about the coming world government imder the
U.N., called The New World Order. MIA has written
frequently about this world government and this
writer has in fact published a book entitled: The
New World Order: The Countdown To Armageddon.
Pat Robertson's book on the New World Ordfer (for
which he is presently taking massive flack from the
Establishment media) sold over a half-million
copies.

Virtually everything the conservatives know
about the New world Order they were told by
Establishment types who are behind it, such as
George Bush (who mentioned it several hundred
times in public); Henry Kissinger who, among other
things, said that, "NAFTA is a giant stepping-stone
to the New World Order;" David Rockefeller and
other leaders of the Trilateral Commission and
Council on Foreign Relations. Gorbachev talked
about the New World Order hundreds of times
while in power, and since. So did Willy Brandt, Hel
mut Schmidt and other European leaders.

The Establishment has been open about their
plans to install a world government by the year
2000, having written profusely about same in their
own publications for years, and having talked open
ly about such plans in their meetings. But now, once
again, the genie is out of the bottle. Our side was
listening and now tens of millions of Ameri
cans (conservative and liberal) understand
their plans for world government — which the
Establishment media now vehemently deny
ever existed.

And they are trying to label anyone who men
tions the subject of their New world Order global
government as a dangerous right-wing hate-purvey
ing fanatic — perhaps even a mental case. Oops!
Please send back your New World Order book (the
one authored by me) and we shall burn or shred
them before Bill Clinton's book burners arrive.

Dr. Dennis Cuddy, author of Secret Records
Revealed: Bill Clinton and the New world Order,
recently wrote the following letter to The Wall
Street Journal regarding the conspiracy for world
government, which the Establishment (including
The Wall Street Journal) now denies ever existed:

Dear Mr. Henninger: On Your editorial page, you
printed a rather extreme article, "A Millennium of
Paranoia" by Daniel Pipes. The article concluded by
saying the battle should take place "in the realm of
ideas." Therefore, I hope as a matter of fairness, you
will allow me to write an article giving an opposite
view of the theory. If you are unwilling to do that.
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however, I hope at the very least you will print the
letter-to-the-editor below. Thank you.

Paranoia and Pathology?
"Concerning Daniel Pipes' 'A Millennium of Para

noia' (April 26), of course there aren't conspiracies
around every corner, but it's a bit much for Mr.
Pipes to use words like "paranoia" and "pathology'
when President Wilson in The New Freedom said:

"There is a power somewhere so organized, so sub
tle, so watchfiil, so interlocked, so complete, so per
vasive, that (people) had better not speak above
their breath when they speak in condemnation of
it." A few years later, New York City Mayor John
Hylan elaborated on Wilson's statement, naming
names.

"A few years later, William Paley began CBS and
hired as chief advisor Edward Bernays, who wrote
Propaganda the same year (1938), stating; 'Those
who manipulate the organized habits and opinions
of the masses constitute an invisible government
which is the true ruling power in this country.' And
a few years later, President Roosevelt wrote to Col.
Edward M. House (President Wilson's chief advi
sor): "Hie real truth of the matter is, as you and I
know, that a financial element in the larger centers
has owned government ever since the days of
Andrew Jackson.'

"More recently, Richard Gardner in the Council
on Foreign Relations' journal. Foreign Affairs, wrote
that 'an end run around national sovereignty, erod
ing it piece by piece, will accomplish much more
that the old-fashioned frontal assault.' He went on

to explain how GATT would be part of it, and later
(1992) he became an adviser to Bill Clinton on U.N.
matters, with President Clinton afterward appoint
ing him an Ambassador. Also in 1992, Strobe Tal-
bott (number 2 at the State Department) wrote in
Time: 'Perhaps national sovereignty wasn't such a
great idea after all,' and that 'the case for world gov
ernment' was 'clinched.' For this article, he was
given an award by the World Federalist Association,
to which President Chnton, on June 22, 1993 wrote
a congratulatory letter saying the WFA's past presi
dent, Norman Cousins, 'worked for world govern
ment,' and the President concluded the letter by
wishing thpm 'future success.'

"Bill Clinton's Georgetown University mentor,
Prof. Carroll Quigley, in Tragedy and Hope said he
had looked at the 'secret records' of the power elite
and approved of what they were doing. He went on
to describe the Council on Foreign Relations as a
'front' for J.P. Morgan, and later Arthur Sch-
lessinger, Jr. in A thousand Days, would also use
the term 'front organizations' of the power elite to
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describe the CFR, Rockefeller, Carnegie and Ford
Foundations. In 1992, CFR member and former
Citicorp chairman Walter Wriston wrote The T\vi-
lightofSovereignty, saying that 'a truly global econ
omy will require ... compromise of national
sovereignly... There is no escapingthe system.'

"There are hundreds of other quotes by preemi
nent people that could be given, but Mr. Pipes
spends a great deal of time on McCarthyism. What
he doesn't say is that in Carl Bernstein's Loyalties:
A Son's Memoirs, Carl's father (a member of the
American Communist Party) chided hisson, saying:
'you're going to prove McCarthy right, because all
he was saying was that the system was loadedwith
communists. And he was right.'"

Sincerely, D.L. Cuddy, Ph.D, author of Secret
Records Revealed: Bill Clinton and the New world
Order.

(Ed. Note: This writer hopesthat The Wall Street
Journal, even though they seem to havejoined the
Clintonite bandwagon against "thedangerous radi
cal right" in recent weeks, will have the intellectual
integrity to reprint Dr. Cuddy's letter in the spirit of
objectivity. By the way, if there is no such thing as
conspiracies for world government — what were
Nazism and Communism all about?]

Attacking Gun Owners
The EstabUshment and the political left desper

atelywant and need gun control. Theycannotslam
dunk their New World Order global government on
America while 75 million Americans still own 200
million firearms. And over the past eight months
the gun control juggernaut has been badly stalled
out. Support for, or opposition to gun control was a
major issue in many congressional races last fall
and a number of leading liberal congressmen such
as ^m Foley, Jack Brooks, and Mike Synar lost
their seats because oftheir support forgun control.

Prior to the Oklahoma City bombing, the repeal
of the ban on semi-automatic weapons (almost 200
different guns) which was part of Clinton's 1994
Crime Control Bill, looked like it was in the bag.
There was strong support among Republicans for
repeal of the so-called "assaultweapons ban" (i.e.,
up to 225 House members were committed to sup
port the repeal). In the wake ofOklahoma City, all
of that has changed. The Republicans have shelved
all efforts to repeal the ban for 6 to 12 months (or
perhaps indefinitely).

And in spite of the fact that no firearms were
used in the commission ofthe Oklahoma City bomb
ing, the political left, the media, and the Clintonites
have used the tragedy to stir up anti-gun emotions
across America and to reinvigorate the gun control

juggernaut which stalled out last year. Bill Clinton
and the media leftists havemasterfully tried to con
nect the bombing to militias (although there
appears to be no direct link between the bombers
and the various state militias) and then to connect
the militias to guns,and hence guncontrol.

The Democrat/Clinton/media spinongun control
is that advertisements by pro-gun organizations
such as NRA may have helpedcreate the climate of
paranoia that encourages militia groups and others
to hate the federal government. [Ed. Note: Is that a
stretch, or is that a streteh?] The leftist Handgun
Control, Inc. has criticized an NRA-sponsored ad
showing a heavily armed BATF squad about to
launch an assault on a home.

But isn't that exactly what the BATF has been
doing to law-abiding gun owners for years —kick
ing in doors (usually at dawn) and shooting inno
cent victims if they make a move? Isn't that what
happened to the Weavers, to Donald Scott, to the
Branch Davidians, and to dozens more Americans
in recent years? This is the same BATF which Rep
resentative John Dingell (D-MI) referred to when he
SMd: "IfI were to select a jackbooted group offas
cists who are perhaps as large a danger to Ameri
can society as I could pick today, I would pick the
ATF."

Question: Why does the BATF always wear
black and especially black ski masks? The only
people who wear black ski masks in the 1990s are
Arab terrorists, criminals robbing 7-lls, and the
BATF (and FBI). Is it for intimidation purposes?
Even the Gestapo and the KGB, as bad as they
were, didn't wear black skimasks when they kicked
in doors ofcitizens.

So greathave been the abuses ofthe BATF, that
this "rogue agency" (as it has been called by a num
ber of U.S. Congressmen) was about to be investi
gated for abuses ofgun owners by a congressional
comimttee. In the wake of Oklahoma City, those
hearings have been postponed, and BATF power
and influence may even be increased.

Handgun Control, Inc. has accused the pro-gun
^oup (called by the press "pro-gun ideologues") of
"incendiary rhetoric that is being parroted by mili
tia groups." And on and on it goes, as the Clin
tonites, the mainline media, and the political left
try to tie together (in the minds of the America
public) the Oklahoma bombing, pro-gun militias,
and gun ownership in general, and imbues the pro-
gun groups with "the rhetoric of hate, paranoia,
division, and extremism" in order to justify even
more Draconian gun controlmeasures, which are a
part of proposed anti-terrorism, anti-paramilitary
group legislation.
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This is exactly the way Hitler and the Nazis emo
tionally stampeded the gullible German people into
gun control in the wake of the Reichstag fire in
Berlin in 1933 (which also had nothing to do with
firearms). So, in the wake of the Oklahoma City
bombing, with fertilizer the alleged weapon, the left
is attacking gun owners, gun-owning mihtias, the
Second Amendment, the NRA, and Gun Owners of
America. My, how they have changed the subject,
and most Americans haven't even caught on.

New Proposed Legislation That
Needs To Be Opposed

1) H.R. 1488 — Initially this bill was designed to
repeal the 1994 semi-auto ban. But the bill has been
changed so that it will actually increase the scope
and power of the federal government over firearms
— by increasing the BATF's jurisdiction over
firearms. Section 3 of the bill would effectively fed-
eralize certain state crimes committed while in the
possession of a firearm by creating mandatory
prison terms for a broad range of conduct consisting
of the actual or threatened use of force against per
son or property. Conduct as innocuous as threaten
ing a barking dog or defending yourself against a
violent felon who just turned his back on you could
land you 10-20 years in a federal prison.

Section 3 of H.R. 1488 will massively increase
the role of the federal government (especially the
BATF). Under this provision, Bemie Goetz, who
defended himself against, and shot four subway
thugs in New York in the 1980s, would have
received a mandatory minimimi prison sentence of
20 years with no parole. Section 3 opens the door to
getting the federal government involved in all gun
possession charges — both state and federal. Under
H.R. 1488, the BATF will start enforcing gun laws
that up until now have been enforced by the states.
The BATF would then become the gun cops, enforc
ing every local gun ordinance. Please contact your
congressmen and get them to oppose Section 3 of
H.R. 1488, and if this section is not dropped, to
oppose the entire bill.

2) The Domestic Insurgency Act of 1995 —
H.R. 1544 — Introduced May 2,1995 to prohibit the
formation of paramilitary organizations (i.e., to out
law all militias). This, of course, is un-Constitution-
al, since militias are set out and made legal in the
U.S. Constitution — but Constitutionality is of no
m^'or concern to most members of Congress or the
Clintonites. This bill will effectively outlaw any two
(or more) people getting together with firearms. [Ed.
Note: You'll have to forget hunting with your bud
dies.]

It will give the government carte blanche to go
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after gun owners. If you and two friends, or two of
your children are at the shooting range with
firearms, you can be defined under this bill as a
"paramilitary group" and sentenced to up to 10
years in prison and fined as well. Training with
firearms (i.e., as at firearms training schools) will be
severely restricted or eliminated under this legisla
tion (except for government agents). Does this
sound like legislation that might have come out of
the Third Reich? Folks, they're serious about taking
your Second Amendment gun rights away fi:omyou.
Believe it!

3) The Counter-Terrorism Legislation — There
are actually two versions of this legislation — the
first being pushed by President Clinton and Sena
tors Biden and Specter, and Representatives
Schumer and Dicks. The second is a Republican ver
sion (S.735) introduced by Senators Hatch, Dole,
Nickels, Thurmond, Simpson, Brown, Kyi, and
Gramm. The Republican version would give broad
new powers to the government and the Clinton ver
sion would give near total pohce state powers to the
government. Both pieces of legislation will greatly
restrict our freedoms and gun ownership rights, but
the Clinton version is far and away the worst.

Gun Control in Canada
Canadian gun controllers are using the Okla

homa City bombing as an excuse to register all
firearms in Canada (i.e., handguns, rifles, and shot
guns) and shut down almost all ammtmition sales.
Justice Minister Allan Rock says a, "tough, univer
sal gun control law is necessary to stem crime in
Canada, and could head off formation of private
American-style militias." [Ed. Note: The leftist gun
controllers never miss a chance, do they?]

Attacking the IMilitias
The government, the Clintonites, and the main

line media have become totally paranoid about the
militias which have begun to spring up in several
dozen or more states. Probably comprising between
50,000 and 100,000 members, these groups appear
to be made up predominately of patriotic, conserva
tive individuals (many of them ex-military) who
strongly support the Constitution, traditional val
ues, and the Second Amendment right to own and
bear firearms — a right which they believe the gov
ernment is trying to take from them.

Most militia types (along with millions of other
Americans) have come to understand and hate the
New World Order, and many militia people appar
ently see themselves as a sort of "French Resis
tance" if the Establishment tries to slam dunk the
New World Order on America. Let us hope and pray
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that it never comes to that. The media have stereo
typed militia members as white males, 18-46 years
old, with past service in the military; Christian,
unemployed, and gun owners.

Typical of the media rhetoric directed against the
mihtia movement since the Oklahoma City bombing
was an article in the Dallas Morning News (April
27, 1995) by Clarence Page, entitled: "Hate Groups
Declare War on America." Page wrote: "An Ameri
can Jewish Congress report called the militias a
new style ofhate ^oup operating in 20 states that
target not only racisd and rehgious minorities, as do
old-style haters, but also government and govern
ment workers. The first person murdered by a mili
tia member may well be a county clerk, a postal
worker, a deputy sheriff, a tax collector, a fire fight
er ... Those who declare war on a country's govern
ment declare war on all Americans."

Question: Is this the very rhetoric of hate and
paranoia of which the left accuses conservatives? Is
this inflammatory language?

The U.S. government inadvertently helped to
create the militias when its agents shot Vicki
Weaver (a nursing mother with baby in arms) and
her 14-year-old son, Sam, and when the BATF and
FBI attacked and killed 86 men, women, children,
and babies at the Branch Davidian compound in
Wacoa little over two years ago. The present militia
movement was born out of fear, anger, and revul
sion arising fi-om these two well-publicized govern
ment abuses of power. Prior to the Oklahoma City
bombing. Congressional hearings on these two gov
ernment attacks on peaceful citizens were sched
uled and hopefully will still take place.

[Ed. Note: In mid-May, liberal Senator Arlen
Spector (R-PA) tried to push Senate hearings on the
BATF-FBIinvolvement in Wacoand Ruby Ridge (to
be held in August), and the increasingly liberal
Republican Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT) aided Bill
CUnton by blocking the hearings. Since then, the
hearings have proceeded.]

The present militias, while predominately made
up of patriotic (Jod-fearing individuals exercising
their rights to bear arms and form a militia, proba
bly do have a few kooks, radicals, and hotheads in
their midst. The militia movement has been imder
withering attack from the media since the Okla
homa City bombing and may soon come under phys
ical attack fi*om the government.

If the militias wish to survive and play a positive,
peaceful, constructive role (as envisioned by the
Founding Fathers), they should set up a screening
mechanism for new members or recruits to identify
and expel undisciplined hotheads and moles who
will discredit them in the eyes of the general public
and give the government the excuse to move against

them and eliminate them. They should also cooper
ate closely with local law enforcement officials and
get (and abide by) competent legal counsel at all
times, meticulously striving to break no local, state
or federal laws.

While this writer has no contact with militias,
nor has he ever attended one of their meetings, it
does appear that they are getting a bum rap firom
the Clintonites and the liberal media — who are
trying to brand them as terrorists and link them to
the Oklahoma City bombing. This writer has seen
no evidence in the media to date that indicates that
there is any such linkage.

If the government backs away from its people-
control measures, gun-related raids of homes, prop
erty seizures, etc., the mihtia movement will proba
bly fade away as quickly as it came into being. It
should be remembered, however, that 52% of the
public (over 130 million people), according to
the polls, apparently do not trust the govern
ment, and 19% (or 50 million) would purchase
firearms to defend themselves against the
government, according to the same polb.

If Clinton, Reno, and their associates in the
BATF, FBI, or the mihtary should stage any more
Ruby Ridge/Waco-style assaults — against, for
example, militia groups or other groups of conserva
tives exercising their Constitutional right to dissent
or criticism of the government, the ranks of these
mihtia groups could swell from under 100,000 to
hundreds of thousands or even miUions, and these
groups could be driven underCTound.

Ithas been widely rumored since March that the
Clintonites have been planning such raids (perhaps
using racketeering or conspiracy laws to charge a
network of mihtias with inciting violence and car
nage). This writer hopes and prays that neither the
mihtia groups nor the government precipitates such
a confirontation. It could spread like a prairie fire
and further galvanize right-wing opposition to the
government.

Questions Regarding Oklahoma City
That Demand Honest Answers

Every American wants to see truth and justice
emerge from the Oklahoma City holocaust — not
another cover-up like we saw after the
Kennedy assassination or the Waco massacre.
The culprits of the Oklahoma City bombing need to
be brought to justice, tried, and convicted in an
open court of law (hke the O.J. Simpson trial),
and executed in order to satisfy the blood of the
innocents, which was so cruelly spilled.

But the incredible politicaUzation of the tragedy
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by the Clintonites and the Estabhshment media
since April 19 notwithstanding, Americans will
demand, and have the right to know, what really
happened in Oklahoma City. A Waco/Kennedy
assassination-type cover-up of the truth will
simply spread more distrust of the govern
ment and exacerbate the growing polarization
between the left and ri^t in America.

The American people have a right to know what
reallyhappened at Ruby Ridge, Idaho, what real
ly happened inWaco, and what reallyhappened
in Oklahoma City An independent Congression
al investigation of the Oklahoma City bomb
ing should be conducted (Uke the independent
Watergate and Whitewater investigations) and not
just an investigation by theClinton Administration
and Reno Justice Department, who have been less
than forthright in the past (as in the Waco mas
sacre) and who could have a conflict of interest in
the outcome of the investigation (i.e., a total indict
ment of the American right wing represents Clin
ton's only re-election chancein '96).

Possible Scenarios —
There are several possible scenarios (all having

been raised by the public on talk raidio and in the
mainline media since April 19) which should be
explored by an independent, bi-partisan Congres
sional investigation.

1) One (or two or three) anti-gov^mment right-
wing fanatic(s), including Timothy McVeigh and
Terry Nichols, bombed the federal building (possibly
in retaliation for the BATF/FBI attack on Waco two
years eariier). This is certainly the "obvious" sce
nario, which has been portrayed by the Clintonites
and the media and presently accepted by most
Americans. Sometimes it is wise, however, to ques
tion (or mistrust) the obvious.

2)Thnothy McVeigh was a lone madman, a psy
chopathic bomber, full ofanger, hate, paranoia and
looking for retaliation for the Waco massacre (i.e.,
the "Lee HarveyOswald- lone shooter" scenario).

3) The bombing was part of a giant right-wing
conspiracy by one or more fanatical militia groups.
This has been suggested many times by the main
line media, but is not widely believed by the public.

4)The bombing was an operation orchestrated by
Arab terrorists (like the very similar World Trade
Center bombing), or former East bloc or even Rus
sian intelligence operatives, using one or more
expendable American stooge(s), and designed to
blame the American right wing and cause a major
political confrontation and upheaval between the
right and left wings..

This writer knowsa high-ranking retired general
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(Ben Partin)who is an expertonSoviet global strat
egy, who agrees with him that conmnmism in the
former SovietUnion is by no means dead, and who
believes at the Oklahoma City bombing could
have beendone by a special ops team (i.e., Spetnaz,
KGB, or GRU) from the East bloc. The purpose: to
polarize the right and left inAmerica, accelerate the
disarmament of the American public, and escalate
the violence and political/social upheaval in Ameri
ca. And, of course, the last place our government
intelligence authorities or the public would look
today (in thepost-communism / post-cold warera) is
at Russia (or the former Soviet Union).

[Ed. Note: Within a few hours of the Oklahoma
City bombing. Radio Teheran announced that the
bombers were Christian extremists from Oklahoma
and Montana retaliating for Waco on the anniver
saryofthe Waco massacre. This writer was puzzled
and wondered how they could know? It occurred to
me at that time — could this be a set-up?l

5) The U.S. government was involved, using
McVeigh and Nichols as stooges, or known accom
plices, in order todistract theAmerican pubUc from
the approaching Whitewater indictments of Bill
and/or ffillary Clinton, halt the President's plung
ing poUtical fortunes, andturn the political momen
tum in America against the right wing.

[Ed. Note: Let this writer hasten to say that he
does not believe scenario 5 has any validity, but
thousands of callers to radio talk shows who are
knowledgeable about the government's Ruby Ridge
and Waco atrocities, and the Clintons' Whitewater
misdeeds, the \^nce Foster affair, and the Presiden
t's spotty moral track record have suggested this
scenario. This writer does not believe the Clintons,
Janet Reno, or anyone in our government could be
capable ofsuch evil mendacity, and yet there are
questions that need to be asked and full
answers given about Oklahoma City, Ruby
Ridge and Waco if full trust is to be restored
between Americans and their government — a
trust which 52% of the people apparently do not
have if recent pollsare to be beUeved.]

Review of the Kennedy Assassination and
Cover-up

Because the government and liberal media give
us instant, simple, pat, "obvious" answers to assas
sinations such as the JFK, Martin Luther King, or
Bobby Kennedy'Shootings, or assassination
attempts such as those on Ronald Reagan or Pope
John Paul II, doesn't necessarily mean those
answers are what really happened. Govern
ments do perpetrate cover-ups, for whatever rea-
son(s), and most thinking people know that.
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When the Pope was shot in 1981, the global press
and Italian government authorities immediately
told the world that Ali Aga, (the would-be assassin)
was a right-wing Turkish terrorist — a member of
the right-wing Gray Wolves. This was dis-infor-
mation, as this writer wrote a week or so later
based on information from French intelligence. Ali
Aga was in fact working for the KGB and was oper
ating on orders from the Soviet Politburo to assassi
nate the Pope. Claire Sterling wrote about the KGB
connection in Reader's Digest a year later, and the
right-wing extremist story was quietly dropped.
Today it is common knowledge (though never dis
cussed) that the KGB tried to kill the Pope.

When John Hinkley shot President Reagan in
1981, the world was told that he was a "lone mad
man" and he was locked out of sight in a mental
hospital for life. But n6 one ever explained where he
was for the year prior to the shooting. Was he pro
grammed or trained for the attack? It is rumored
that he smuggled one note out of the hospital a few
years after the shooting, which said: "It was a con
spiracy." We will probably never know.

When John F. Kennedy was shot} in Dallas on
November 22, 1963, we were told that Lee Harvey
Oswald was a "lone madman." Immediately after
the shooting, the liberal media reported all over the
country that it was a plot by right-wing extremists,
and conservative leaders in Dallas and elsewhere
were beginning to be arrested. A few hours later
WDSU Radio in New Orleans called to say that
Oswald was a member of the pro-Castro Fair Play
for Cuba Committee, had recently spent time in
Russia where he was married to a Russian woman

with close family ties to the KGB, and that Oswald
had admitted on the radio that he was a Marxist.
The news was broadcast all over the country before
it could be stopped, and the anti-right-wing witch
hunt which had already begim stopped abruptly.

Shortly thereafter, Oswald was shot to death by
Jack Ruby (who also had connections to Cuba) as he
was being transferred from the Dallas County jail.
All told, over the next year or so, about 50 people
who "knew too much" about the assassination died
abruptly The Warren Commission announced the
"official version" that Oswald was a "lone madman"
and the case was closed. A few months later jour
nalist Dorothy Kilgallen was allowed to interview
Jack Ruby in jail, and he allegedly told her "the
whole story." Within 24 hours, before Kilgallen
could release her story, she was dead of an overdose
of sleeping pills. Ruby died shortly thereafter of an
overnight case of cancer.

The point is, whoever shot JFK (and there are a
number of possibilities), there was a massive

cover-up with a long string of dead bodies and
incredible dis-information released to the
public by the government. Oswald probably did
not shoot the president. — a number of top military
snipers have said the shot from the Texas Book
Depository building was impossible. Oswald
was probably simply an expendable pawn in a much
larger conspiracy. Tbday, very few thinking people
believe a "lone madman" named Oswald really shot
President Kennedy. Even Hollywood has made a
number of movies challenging the "lone madman"
version.

Always mistrust the obvious and look
behind the obvious, official version. Could Tim
othy McVeigh be the Lee Harvey Oswald of the
1990s? We may never know!

Questions Being Asked By the Public
Which Demand Answers

A niunber of questions are being asked on talk
radio by the "paranoid, doubting Thomases" of the
right:

1) How did the government get the composite
drawing ofJohn Does 1 and 2 so quickly?

2) Why was McVeigh, who was allegedly clever
enough to build an elaborate bomb and set it off in a
manner that would seem to require great expertise
and intelligence, dumb enough to try to escape in a
car with no license tag?

3) Why, if McVeigh had just murdered over 150
people, did he make no attempt to shoot the police
man who stopped him for speeding with the gun he
had at his side?

4) Why has the government and the media cov
ered up the data that shows that there were very
likely two explosions 10 seconds apart as recorded
by the seismology department of the University of
Oklahoma? Was there a second, larger bomb inside
the building? If so, who rigged it? How did they
gain access to a federal facility?

5) How could an ammonium nitrate car bomb
smaller than (or at most, equal to) the bomb deto
nated in the World Trade Center (and placed far
ther from its target) do so much more damage to the
Federal Building in Oklahoma City?

6) Why were most of the 15 BATF agents out of
the building at the time of the explosion?

7) Why has the fact that at least one additional
undetonated bomb was found inside the building,
indicating more bombers with access to the inside of
the building, not been revealed by the media or the
government?

8) Why did the FBI curtail the rescue operation,
on the night of the bombing (10 hours after the
explosion) for 12 hours, reducing rescue workers to
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1st12, while theyrushed40-50 agents to floors 7-9
0 retrieve papers and files? There were dying vic-
ims in the rubble, with the last live victim pulled
ut 36 hours after the blast. Why was FBI paper-
irork/file retrieval more important than rescuing
lying victims? How many more victims died
>ecause ofthat delay?What was in those files?

9) Is it true, as rumored, that the BATF stored
ill the records on the Waco/Branch Davidian opera-
ions in the Murrah Federal Building, records
vhich would have been subpoenaed by the Congress
n the hearings on the BATF and its involvement at
iVaco and Ruby Ridge?

10) Does what happened in Waco on April 19,
L993, when about 80 men, women, children and
aabies werekilledby the government, have any rel
evance to what happened in Oklahoma City on
\pril 19,1995? Would thesame group ofpeople (i.e.,
Clinton and Reno) who perpetrated the deaths of86
peaceful citizens at the Branch Davidian compound
(by shooting, CS gas, and flames) and covered up
the deed, even to the extent ofbulldozing the site a
few weeks later, wouldsuch a groupofpeople perpe
trate Oklahoma City to advance their ownpolitical
agenda?

[Ed. Note: These are not this writer's questions.
These are questions being asked by concerned citi
zens on talk radio, on the fax network, on the Inter
net. Is it wrong to ask such questions, or is it the
exercise of free speech and a desire for the people,
this time, to know the truth? The asking of these
questions from the political right will be called by
the CUntonites and the media "hysterical paranoia"
— but is it? Or do the American people have the
right to know the truth?l

11)WereWhitewater-related indictments against
Hillary Clinton andpossibly Bill Clinton about tobe
handed down shortly after the Oklahoma City
bombing —as has been reported?

12) It is alleged that, regarding the farmin Deck
er, Michigan where the brother of suspect Terry
Nichols resided, a search warrant had already been
obtained seven days prior to the bombing —
beforethere was even a suspect. If so, and this alle
gation can be proven ordisproven, why?

13) Two witnesses are reported to have seen a
black helicopter hovering over the top ofthe Federal
Building prior to the explosions, only to fly away
minutes before the explosions, and not to return.
This needs to be confirmed,denied, or explained.

The Omnibus Counter-Terrorism Bill
On February 10, 1995, Senators Joe Biden (D-

DE), Arlen Specter (R-PA), Representatives Charles
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Schumer (D-NY) and Norman Dicks (D-WA) pro
posed legislation (which was authored and pushed
byBill Clinton andhis Justice Department) S. 390
and H.R. 896, which would severely undermine
the U.S. Bill of Rights and give many police
state powers to the government. Since Okla
homa City, Clinton and bill's liberal sponsors have
moved to make the legislation even more Draconi
an. Elements of the legislation include:

1) The President can determine what persons or
groups are "terrorists" at his discretion and that
determination is imappealable. In the wake of the
Oklahoma City bombing it is clear that any "poUti-
cally incorrect" conservative group from pro-lifers to
militias; from Christian Right activists to pro-gun
groups; from Constitutionalists to traditionalists;
can be l\unped together and called terrorists.

2) The definition of "terrorist" will become open-
ended. The bill essentially defines "terrorism" as
"anything that is intended to coerce, intmudate or
retaliate against a government or urban popula
tion." This is such a broad definition that it could
include labor strikers, anti-abortion protesters,
political action groups, Focus on the Family, or any
criticism of the government.

3) Accused "terrorists" can be held without bail
for long periods without trial. It reverses the pre
sumption ofinnocence. They canbesentenced to 10
years Tnim'Tmim mandatory sentences with no possi
bleparole orprobation —even for minor offenses.

4) It un-Constitutionally suspends Posse Comita-
tus —which prevents the U.S. military from being
used against the civilian population. This is espe
cially troubling since 25% ofthe Marines questioned
in the Twenty-nine Palms questionnaire said they
would fire on American citizens if directed to do so
by then- superiors. Under this bill, the ^ymy, Navy
or Air Force can be used against the civilian popula
tion.

5) The FBI, the military, and other government
agencies will begiven carte blanche (indeed encour
aged) to investigate and infiltrate any "suspect"
groups (as Newt Gingrich advocates) at will. That
means any "politically incorrect" conservative
groups (pro-life, Christian Right, militia, pro-gun,
etc. — collectively to be called "hate groups,") can
expect to have the FBI and other government agen
cies opening their mail, tapping their phones, infil
trating their groups, spying on them and trying to
entrap them into breaking some law so they can
arrest and jail them under terrorism laws. The
truth is, the feds are already doing these
things!

6) It authorizes secret trials for aliens who are
notcharged with a crime with no chance to seeevi-
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dence compiled against them or to question their
accusers, and deportation with no appeal — all
based on evidence heretofore deemed tobe illegal.

7) It outlaws the caching (or hoarding) of"any
thing that could support terrorism" (again, remem
ber the broad definition of the word). This includes
money, weapons, communications equipment,
food and shelter. (Reread that sentence!)

8) It provides the federal government with
extended powers to tap phone conversations, faxes,
and computer communications; monitor calling pat
terns and your log of phone calls; monitor credit
card transactions, bank records, hotel and travel
records, etc. (Isn't this what the KGB did in Russia
and the (Gestapo did in Germany?) This will be the
end of privacy and fi-eedom in America as we have
known it!

9) It forbids fund raising by organizations the
President deems to be terrorist (i.e., that could be
the NRA, Gun Owners of America, Focus on the
Family, Operation Rescue, etc.,etc.)

The Republican Version —
TheRepubhcans, ledby Orrin Hatch, Newt Gin-

^ch and Bob Dole, have proposed and anti-terror-
istbill (S.735) which includes most ofthe provisions
ofthe Clinton Bill, and which creates an across-the-
board "conspiracy" crime for violation of virtually
any firearms provision offederal law, including sim
ple paperwork and technical violations. It would
remove the "overt act" requirement, currently a pre
requisite for conspiracy under federal law, and
would punish "conspiracy" at the same level as if
the crime had actually been consummated (i.e., if
you tlunk about it, or talk about it, but don't do'it,
its still "conspiracy." The RICO laws, now being
applied against pro-lifers, will be expanded to many
more "crimes," probably including so-called "hate
crimes.")

Penalties for the general crime of"conspiracy," to
violate any federal felony, which, like "terrorism can
mean almost anything, will be increased from 5
years to 20 years. Many state laws will be feder-
^ed and simply threatening to engage in an
illegal act, or "appearing to have intended to
coerce, intimidate or retaliate against a gov
ernment or civilian population" is punishable
by up to 10years in jail.

In Summ^ —Both the RepubUcan and Demo
cratic versions ofthe anti-terrorism bill will go a
long way toward destroying our Bill ofRights, our
free speech, our right to dissent, our gun ownership
rights, and our freedom of association with people
or groups who are "politically incorrect," or hold

"strange," non-mainstream religious views. Ver
few ofour Congressional leaders seem to have an^
knowledge or understanding of our Constitution o:
how they are shredding it. The Republican versioi
gives less direct power to the president, but botl
versions are a quantum leap toward an Americar
police state. Please write your Congressmen
and Senators and strongly urge them tc
oppose this un-Constitutional legislation. II
will bea quantum leaptoward the FourthReich.

Other liroubling Legislation, Executive
Orders and Initiatives:

1) The Communications Decency Amendment tc
the Telecommunications Reform Bill —The com
puter Internet is an electronic microcosm of
mankind. It lets individuals anonymously debate
^y issue with a huge audience. Internet contains
immeasurable data—valid and invalid, useful and
useless, tranquil and inflammatory, decent and
indecent on just about any subject known or
imaginable.

Now Congress is proposing legislation that would
mipose a $100,000 fine and/or a two-year jail sen
tence on anyone using computers "to annoy, abuse,
threaten or harass." In other words, Big Brother
wants to censor the Internet of information deemed
"politically incorrect," that spreads "hate - fear -
division - distrust ofgovernment"etc.

The excuse for censoring the Internet is that
some material has sexual content. Really! Then why
not censor television, the movies, the newsstands,
Playboy, Penthouse, etc.? Another excuse for censor
ing the Internet is that it contains "dangerous right
ing material' on guns, how to make bombs, etc.
Yes, but that mformation is also in books. Are we
about to start censoring and burning books
ala Nazi Germany as well?

As a May 6, 1995 editorial in the Albuquerque
Journal pointed out: "Government control ofoffen
sive material on the Internet will lead to govern
ment control (or censorship) of intense debate of
politically unpopular positions, religion, or govern
ment itself" In short, poHtically incorrect material
on the Internet is about to be censored. Shades of
Hitler, (jk)ebbels and CJoering!

2) H.R. 1488 — Was originally introduced to
repeal the semi-automatic weapons ban (part ofthe
1994 Clinton Crime Bill). But Section 3was slipped
in, which would "federalize" any crime involving
possession of a firearm. This could lead to BATF
enforcing even local ordinances that prohibit the
discharge ofweapons within city limits. It would
probably ultimately require a BATF officer in every
city and town in the nation.
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3) H.R. 97 — Would establish a rapid-deploy
ment federal paramilitary strike force of 2,500 fed
eral law enforcement officers who could be loaned
out to the states that might need them.

4) Executive Order 12938 — Authorizes a nation
al state of emergency in the event of a nuclear, bio
logical, or chemical terrorist attack (i.e., if there
should be an attack like the gas attack which
occurred recently on the Japanese subway train,
Bill Clinton has the authority to place the entire
country under martial law — ala Los Angeles dur
ing the riots in 1992).

5) Executive Order 12919 — Authorizes martial
law and the confiscation of resources, including
transportation, food, water, medical supplies and
other items necessary to respond to all "threats
against national security." But what constitutes a
"threat to national security?" Right-wing hate
rhetoric? Militias? Gim owners? Pro-life demonstra
tors? Another Oklahoma-style bombing? Riots in a
major city this summer? Hitler called the com
munists a "threat to national security" and
seized total power. Would Bill Clinton do such
a thing, but use the conservative movement or
some part thereof as the excuse? This executive
Order giveshim the legal authority to do so.

6) H.R. 666 (The "Beast Bill") — Has already
passedthe House and is headed for the Senate. Sold
to the public as fighting crime, it effectively guts the
Fourth Amendment to the Constitution by allowing
illegally seized evidence to be used in court proceed
ings if officers or agents making the seizure think
they were within Fourth Amendment guidelines.
What does that mean? No one knows, so obviously
from now on all illegal seizures will be in
"good faith" and there will be no Fourth
Amendment protection.

7) Hate Crimes To Be Targeted — The Orange
County Register reported (April 20,1995) that: "The
Anti-Defamation League of San Diego County has
started a computerized registry to better analyze
and combat the problem of hate crimes and inci
dents of bias. Every law enforcement agency in the
county has agreed to turn over its police records to
the League for the posting of the registry." Such
computer tracking of "hate crime" and "hate crimi
nals" is about to be launched nationwide. But what
is a "hate crime?" Essentially anything that is
"politically incorrect" (i.e., conservative, critical of
government, pro-life, pro-gun, pro-militias, etc.). Is
Nazi-style censorship of free speech and political
dissent right around the corner? What do you
think?

[Ed. Note: Nowhere in the U.S. Constitution are
"hate crimes" mentioned, but they are highlighted
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throughout the Russian Constitution. The concept'
of "hate crimes" is simply a gimmick to shut
down all political dissent.]

CONCLUSION

In the wake of the Oklahoma City tragedy, the
political left in America (i.e., the Clintonites, the
Establishment, the liberal mainline media, Con
gressional socialists ofboth parties, the gun control
and abortiongroups,etc.) are on a roll.Their declin
ing fortunes since the November *94 election have
been reversed and, in the wake of the April 19
bombing, they have put the entire conservative
movement in America on the defensive by lay
ing a collective guilt trip on it — like they
tried to do after the Kennedy assassination.

Bill Clinton and the liberal Establishment are
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using the OklahomaCity tragedy to turn the public
against their political enemies (i.e., the conserva
tives) just as AdolfHitler used the Reichstag fire to
gain power over his political opposition. The Clin-,
tonites and the liberal media are using the
bombing to try to stampede America (i.e., the
Congress and the public) into handing mas-;
sive police state powers to the government to
fight the "crisis of terrorism."

These powers, if granted via the proposed
counter-terrorism legislation and other initiatives
discussed here, will effectively repeal the U.S. Con
stitution's Bill of Rights. Protections for freedom of
speech, religion, press, assembly, petitioning the
government, the freedom to own and bear arms,
freedom from unreasonable search and seizure, the
freedom of privacy, the freedom of due process and
protection of private property, the freedom from
cruel and unusual punishment, and the rights of
the state to retain ^ powers not specifically given
to the federal government could all be swept
away over the next few weeks or months on a
giant wave of emotional reaction and revul
sion to the Oklahoma City tragedy.
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All of these freedoms have been under steady
and accelerating attack over the past few years,
with the Republicans and many conservatives just
as guilty of eroding these protections as the
Democrats and liberals. Very few of our leaders
in the Congress, in the media, in business, in the
bureaucracy, in law enforcement, understand the
Constitution or the real dangers to our freedoms if
it is dismantled.

Oddly enough, some of the few loud voices
defending the Bill ofRights today are the American
Civil Liberties Union and other liberals like attor
ney Gerry Spence, Ralph Nader, etc., while some
law and order, anti-crime conservatives are the
greatest enemies to our Constitution and Bill of
Rights. [Ed. Note: It should be remembered that
when the Nazis came to power in Germany, and the
communists in Russia, they took virtually all
freedom away from liberals and conservatives
alike.}

The struggle for freedom in America can no
longer be defined in liberal/conservative or Republi
can/Democrat terms, any more than it could be in
Germany in 1933 as the curtain of tyranny and
totalitarianism was descending upon that country.
It is really a contest between Constitutionalists and
the global socialists and between freedom and fas
cist-style totalitarian rulers who, in the final analy
sis, will differ very little from the above-described
rulers of the Third Reich. There is now a race to
the finish line (a confrontation) between these
two groups, the outcome of which will be
determined before the end of this decade, and
perhaps much sooner.

But the immediate danger is that the American
people (in the wake of the Oklahoma City bombing
or perhaps some subsequent bombing or "inci
dent") will be stampeded into handing near-total
police state powers to the government (which will
gut the Bill of Rights), much as the German people
handed total power to Hitler after the Reichstag
fire.

The danger of this quantum turnover of police
state powers to the government becoming a reality
in the next few weeks or months is the highest it
has been in our 219-year history. Most of our politi
cians local, state and federal (Republican or
Democrat) —do not see the danger. But the global-
socialist Establishment sees the opportunity for a
quick slam dunk before the public or Congress
understands what is happening.
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They now have the momentum. Another terrorist
incident, a political assassination, a major riot, or a
financial accident could very possibly result in legis
lation or Executive Orders being implemented that
would suspend the lion's share ofour freedoms liter
ally overnight, with the American people, inflamed
by the media, demanding security over freedom just
as the German people did in March 1933.

As Douglas Reed wrote: "When Germany awoke,
a man's home was no longer his castle. He could be
seized ... could claim no protection from the police,
could be indefinitely detained without charge, his
property could be seized, his verbal and written
communications overheard and perused, he no
longer had the right to foregather with his fellow
countrymen, and his newspapers might no longer
freely express their opinions. The Reichstag fire
produced exactly the result that Hitler had antici
pated. The Germany of the Weimar Constitu
tion went up in flames and from its ashes rose
the Third Reich."

Could this also describe (or be about to describe)
America in themid-1990s? What do you think?
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